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ABSTRACT 
With an emphasis on general ordered fields we survey relationships of properties 
of piecewise linear maps on vector spaces. The properties of interest are local and 
global variations of univalence, openness, onto condition, nonexpansiveness, and 
orientation and eigenvalue conditions on derivatives. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With an emphasis on general ordered fields we continue a long tradition 
of studying the relationship of various properties of piecewise affine maps, 
abbreviated PA maps, on vector spaces. The properties of interest are local 
and global variation of univalence, openness, onto condition, nonexpansive- 
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ness, and orientation and eigenvalue conditions on derivatives. Using two 
general transfer principles, we show that most of these properties are 
preserved as the maps are extended to larger ordered fields. Relationships 
between properties of PA maps, we establish include the equivalence be- 
tween openness and oriented derivatives, thereby permitting the shift of 
attention to a property of the function itself rather than to a property of its 
derivative. Also, univalence locally on the interior of ridges of the subdivi- 
sions of the piecewise affine map is shown to imply global univalence [see 
the important recent results in Kuhn and Lowen (1987)], and nonexpansive- 
ness is shown to imply the oriented derivative condition in an ordered field 
augmented by an infinitesimal. We capture the main implications of this type 
known to us; however, no attempt has been made to be exhaustive; see the 
references. We include explicit relevant references to known results as our 
development proceeds. To illustrate the main relationships of properties that 
we consider of PA maps on a set S, we include Figures 1 and 2; the required 
assumptions for the implications and the location of the results are indicated. 
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FIG. 1. Relationships of properties of a PA map on a set S. 
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In Section 2 we formally define ordered fields, piecewise affine maps, 
and various other basic concepts. In Section 3 general transfer principles for 
ordered fields are explained; in Section 4 the transfer principles are used to 
extend piecewise affme maps to larger ordered fields and to show that 
certain of their properties are preserved. In Section 5 we catalogue the 
relationships of univalence, openness, onto condition, and the oriented 
derivatives condition. In Section 6 we catalogue the relationships of univa- 
lence, nonexpansiveness, and eigenvalue conditions on derivatives. Finally, 
in Section 7 we relate nonexpansiveness of piecewise affine maps to proper- 
ties of their perturbations. 
2. ORDERED FIELDS, CELLS, AND PA MAPS 
The building blocks-namely, ordered fields, cells, subdivisions, piece- 
wise affine maps, and properties of piecewise affine maps-are defined in 
this section. 
Our main framework is ordered fields such as the rationals Q or reals R. 
Throughout, let G represent an ordered field, that is, let G be a set having 
distinct elements zero (0) and one (11, binary operations a&tion (+l and 
m&&ation (. [usually omitted]), and a relation greater than ( > ). The 
tuple (G, 0, 1, +, . , > >, usually abbreviated by G, is defined to be an 
ordered field if 0 and 1 are the additive and multiplicative identities, 
respectively, + and . are each commutative and associative, . distributes 
over +, all elements of G have a + inverse, all nonzero elements of G have 
a . inverse, and > is a total order preserved under + by all elements and 
preserved under . by elements greater than zero. For details see Birkhoff 
and Mac Lane (1965), for example. We follow standard conventions in the 
use of notation such as greater than or equal ( 2 1, positive ( > 01, negative 
( < O), absolute value ([xl), etc. 
Let GVlXII denote the m X II matrices with elements in G. Matrix 
operations are defined as usual. In particular, for A and B in G”zx”, Ai 
denotes the element in row i and column j, A < B denotes Ai < B/ for all i 
and j, A < B denotes Ai < B;’ for all i and j, and A # B denotes Aj Z A: 
for some i and j. Also, for (Y c (1,. . . , m) and /3 ~{l,. . , n) we denote by AP, 
the corresponding submatrix of A. The determinant of a square matrix A is 
denoted det(A) and is defined as usual as the sum of signed products. Let 
G” = Gnxl; we call elements of G” n-vectors. For $2 c G”, A E Gkx”, and 
c-u=G let AS=(AX:XES}, S+T={X+~:XES, YET}, and aS={ar:x 
E S}. Given an operation on subsets of G” where S c G” is mapped into a 
subset oper(S) c G” and given a family & of subsets of G”, we denote by 
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oper(&) the collection (oper(S): S E J); in particular, for A E Gkx”, A& 
= {AS : S E A}. Also, for such a family J, lJ & denotes the union of the 
sets of A. Proofs of results about G” with n = 0 are trivial and will be 
omitted throughout. 
Given a set S in G”, a linear combination of points in S is a point in G” 
of form CF= ix i8i where k is a nonnegative integer, the x i’s are in S, and the 
0,‘s are in G. If, in addition, (1) Cf-‘= iei = 1, (2) C:= ,ei = 0, (3) Ck=08i = 1 and 
each Bi > 0, or (4) each oi > 0, we call the linear combination an (1) a&e, 
(2) tangential, (3) conoex, or (4) conic combination, respectively. An empty 
sum (k = 0) is regarded as the vector zero. A set is defined to be linear, 
a&e, convex, or conic if it is closed under linear, affine, convex, or conic 
combinations, respectively. The linear, afine, convex, and conic hull of a set 
S in G”, denoted lin(S), aff(S), conv(S), and cone(S), are the smallest linear, 
affine, convex, and conic set containing S, respectively, whereas the tangen- 
tial hull of S, denoted trig(S))) is the smallest linear set containing S - S. We 
have lin(0) = tng(0) = cone(0i) = {O) and conv(0) = aff(0) =0, where 0 is 
the empty set. Given two points x and y in G”, we let [x, y] denote the 
convex hull of (r, y}. By the recession cone of a nonempty set S, denoted 
ret(S), we mean the set of all vectors v such that c + 82; E S for all c E S and 
nonnegative 13 in G. By the lineality of a nonempty set S, denoted lineal(S), 
we mean the set of all vectors v such that c + 82; E S for all c E S and f3 in 
G. Linear independence is defined as usual. The dimension of a nonempty 
set S in G”, denoted dim(S), is defined to be the maximum number of 
linearly independent vectors in trig(S))) The dimension of the empty set 0 is 
defined to be - 1. We indicate that the set S has dimension k by saying that 
it is a k-set. 
Let 11 jlrn be the 1, norm on G” defined for x EG” by l]x]lm= max{Ixil:i 
= 1 , . . . , n). A set S in G” is defined to be bounded if S c (x E G” : llxllrn =G a) 
for some cr E G, and unbounded if it is not bounded. Also, a set S c G” is 
defined to be coercive if G” \ S is bounded. We also consider the ]I Ilm 
matrix norm on Gnx” defined by IIBII,=max(C1=,lBjjI:i=l,...,n}. Of 
course, ]]Bx~[~ < IIB]lmllx]], for all B E Gnx” and x E G”. 
For a vector x in G” and positive E in G, let N,(x)={y~G”:Ily-rllp 
<E} denote the e-box about x. We say that a subset S of G” is a 
neighborhood of a vector x E G” if for some positive E in G, N,(x) GS. 
Standard arguments show that if S is a neighborhood of x and E is a 
nonsingular n X n matrix, then ES is a neighborhood of Ex. The boxes form 
a basis for a topology on G”, and we will refer to open and closed sets with 
respect to this topology. Also, we refer to interiors, closures, and boundaries 
of a set S with respect to this topology, and use the notation int(S), cl(S) and 
bd(S), respectively. We remark that an affme set in G” is closed and the 
interior of a convex set of dimension n is a convex set of dimension n. 
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Given a set S in G”, we consider the relathe topology of S obtained by 
intersecting all open sets in G” with afl(S). A base for this relative topology 
consists of the sets {N,(x)naff(S): x E aff(S>, E > 0). As affine sets are closed, 
the closure of a set S with respect to its relative topology coincides with the 
regular closure of the set S. However, interiors and boundaries of a set S 
with respect to its relative topology need not coincide with the regular 
interiors and boundaries, and we refer to the relative interior and relatioe 
boundary of a set S, denoted ri(S) and rb(S), respectively. We remark that 
the relative interior of a nonempty convex set S is a nonempty convex set 
having the same dimension as S and the interior and relative interior of a 
convex subset of G” having dimension n coincide. 
A set u L G” is called a semicell if it can be expressed as 
u= 6 {xEG”:A(i)x<a(i),B(i)x<b(i)} 
i=l 
for some (possibly vacuous) matrices A(i) E GPCijXtl and B(i) E Gy(i)xn and 
vectors a(i) E Gr’(i) and b(i) E G”(‘), where k and the p(i)‘s and y(i)‘s are 
nonnegative integers. In this case we define (k, {(p(i), A(i), a(i), 
q(i), B(i),b(i)): i = 1,. . , k)) to be a representation of u. For example, if 
k = 1, p(1) = q(1) = 1, A(1) = B(1) = 0 ( E G’ x”>, a(11 = 0, and b(1) = 1, 
then cr = G”; if k = 1, p(l) = q(l) = 1, A(1) = B(1) = 0 ( E G’ Xn), and a(1) 
= b(1) = 0, then u is the empty set. The representation of a semicell is not 
unique, but distinct semicells have distinct representations. Unions, intersec- 
tions, and complements of semicells in G” are semicells in G”. 
As a special case of semicells we have cells. Specifically, a set u L G” is 
called a cell if it can be expressed as (x E G” : Ax < a) for some A E G”Xn 
and a E GP, where p is some nonnegative integer. In this case we say that 
(p, A, a) is a representation of u. Note that if u is a nonempty cell with 
representation (p, A, a), then the recession set of u is a cell with representa- 
tion (p, A,O) and the lineality of u is a cell with representation 
(2p’( !A)‘( :))’ 
Of course, every cell is a closed convex set. Consistently with our notation, 
for k > - 1, a k-cell is a cell having dimension k. 
For a cell u in G” a set T in G” is defined to be a face of u if T =0, if 
~=u,orifforsomerepresentation(p,A,a)ofuanda~(l,...,p},~={~~ 
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u: A,x = b,). As usual, a k-face is a face of dimension k. A face r of u is 
defined to be proper if T is not 0 or cr. Clearly a face of a cell is a cell. A 
k-face of an n-cell is called a facet, ridge, edge, or vertex as k = n - 1, n -2, 
1, or 0, respectively. It is well known that T is a face of the cell u if and only 
ifforsomec~G”andd~G,r={r~~:cT.r=d}anda~{x~G”:c’x,< 
d}. As usual, a k-face is a face of dimension k. 
Given a cell u in G”, a function f : u + Gk is called a&e if for some 
B E Gkxr’ and b E Gk, f(x) = Bx + b for all x in u. We refer to (B, b) as a 
representation of f on u; if u is an n-cell, the representation is unique. If 
b = 0 in some representation of f, f is called linear. 
Let 9 be a finite collection of cells in G” for some n = 0,1,2,. . . . For 
k = - l,O, 1,. . . , n, let .Yk be the collection of the k-cells of 9. By the 
dimension of 9 we mean the largest k with .Yk ~0. We define 9 to be a 
subdioision of G” if 
(a) 9 covers G”, 
(b) each face of each cell of 9 is also in 9, 
(cl each cell in 9 is a face of some cell in J”, and 
(dl the intersection of any two cells of 9 is a face, perhaps empty, of 
both cells. 
We note that using Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and A.3 below, one can show that (cl is 
implied by (a>, (b), and (d). Also observe that if 9 is a subdivision of G”, 
then 9 is the facial completion of 9”, that is, 9 is the collection of all 
faces of cells of 9”. By a representation of 9 we mean a collection of 
representations of cells {(p,,, A,, a,): y E J) such that the corresponding cells 
are the full cells of the subdivision. Usually, we identify the index set J with 
9”, i.e., refer to a representation {(p,, A,, a,): u E Yn) where for each 
UEP’, u={rEG”:A,x<a,}.The representation of a subdivision is not 
unique, but distinct subdivisions have distinct representations. For k = n, 
n - 1, n - 2,1,0, the collections Yk are referred to as the full cells, facets, 
ridges, edges, and vertices of 9. Evidently, a facet of a subdivision of G” 
with n > 1 is contained in exactly two full cells. If each cell of a subdivision 
9 is conic, we call 9 a conic subdivision. In this case 9 has a 
representation {(p,, A,, a,): a E 9”} where am = 0 for each u E 2”. 
We observe that if 9 is a subdivision of G” with representation 
{(p,, A,, a,): u E Yn) and if E is a nonsingular matrix, then E9 = {Eu : u 
E 9) is a subdivision of G” with representation {(p,, A,E-‘, a,): u E Y”}. 
This subdivision is denoted E-f, and we have that ( E4)k = E(Jk> for 
k =O,...,n. 
The next lemma identifies an argument for establishing that a property is 
invariant over all full cells of a subdivision. 
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LEMllA 2.1. IRt 9 be a subdivision of G”, and let r be u map of .Y” 
into an arbitrary set such that ~(a> = ~(7) for every u and r in 9” 
sharing a common facet. Then r is invariant over all cells in 2”. 
Proof. Let p and A be two cells in 9”; we will show that rr(p) = r(h). 
Let g” and y’ be points in the interiors of p and A, respectively. By 
Corollary A.2 of Appendix A, one can perturb _ij” and y’ to obtain distinct 
points y” E int(p) and y1 E int(h) such that, with Y = (y” = (1 - (~)y” + 
(Y y1 : 0 < a < l}, the following holds: 
For each T E 9, Y n T is empty if dim r < n - 1, and 
Y n T contains at most a single point of dim r = tr - 1. (2.1) 
For each u E /“, let I, = (0 < cr < 1: ya E a}. Evidently, each I, either 
is empty or has the form [gu,, (w,] where ‘yn < (Y,; in fact, ‘yg and Cy, will be 
determined as the minimum and maximum of corresponding ratios. In 
particular, syp = 0 and ‘YA = 1. Straightforward arguments can next be used to 
demonstrate the existence of distinct cells (I = p, a,, . . , a,, = A in ./” and 
0 = (Y,) < (Y, < . . 
j = 1,. , q - 1, 
. < a<, = 1 such that (Y,~ = g,, = ‘yP, cy,, = Zm,,= ‘Y*, and for 
aj = Cr, = ‘y, ,+,. Let je{l,..., y-l]. Then q”a;+,~ 
{r/“-l} #0, and (2.1) implies that aj n uj+ 1 
Y’-l. So crj and q,,, 
is a facet in ./, i.e., a; n ui+l E 
share a facet, and our assumptions imply that 
~(a,) = rr(ui+ ,). Since j E (1,. , y - 1) was selected arbitrarily, we con- 
clude that rr( p) = rr(u,) = ~(u,,) = r(A). W 
Lemma 2.1 is next applied to show that the linealities of all cells of a 
subdivision coincide. 
Lr.MhrA 2.2. Let ,/ be a subdivision of G”. Then the linealities of all 
nonempty cells of 9 coincide. Further, the dimension of the common 
lineality equals the smallest dimension of the nonempty faces of any given 
nonempty cell of .Y. 
Proof. The fact that the linealities of all nonempty faces of a given cell 
coincide is standard. Thus, two cells of 9 that share a nonempty face have 
the same lineality; in particular, so do any two cells of 9” that share a facet 
(as n > 1 facets of 9 are nonempty). Lemma 2.1 next implies that the 
linealities of all cells of /” coincide and therefore the linealities of their 
faces do also, i.e., the linealities of all cells in 9 coincide. Finally, the 
second assertion of our lemma follows from the fact that a cell is known to 
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have a proper face if and only if its dimension is higher than that of its 
lineality. n 
In view of Lemma 2.2, we call the common lineality space of the cells of a 
subdivision 9 of G” the line&y of 9 and denote it by lineal(/). 
The next lemma states a standard result, namely that each subdivision of 
G” defines a partition of G”. 
LEWVA 2.3. LA 9 he a subdivision of G”. Then 
(a) (ri(u):u E 9) is a partition of G”, and 
(b) for T and u in 2, if ri(T> n CT ~0, then T is u fuce of CT. n 
We use Lemma 2.3 to obtain canonical neighborhoods of points, given a 
subdivision. 
LEMMA 2.4. L.et 9 be u subdicision of G” and let x E G”. Then 
IJ (ri(a) : u E 9, x E a} is an open neighborhood of x. Further, for ezjery 
YE U{ri(u):uE.Y, XEU) wehu~e{u~.~:y~u}~(u~.~:x~u). 
Proof. For every cell u E 9 that does not contain X, N,(x)n u =0 for 
sufficiently small positive E; in particular, for such E we have N,(x) n ri(u) = 
0. Thus, for some E* > 0, N,,(x)nri(u) =0 for all u E 9 which do not 
contain X. As the relative interiors of the cells of .Y partition G”, we 
conclude that N,,(x) c U{ri(u): u E 9, x E a); so U(ri(u): u E 9, s E a) 
is a neighborhood of X. 
We next argue that for y E U{ri(u): u E /, x E a} we have (a E .Y: 
y E a} C (a E ./: x E a). Suppose y E ri(T), where T E 9 and x E T. Then 
for every u E 9 containing y, ri( 7) n u 2 ( y} #0. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, T is 
a face of CT; in particular, x E T CU. So, indeed, x E u whenever y E u, 
hence, {o. E 9: y E u) ~(a E 9: x E a). It now follows from our earlier 
arguments that for every y E U{ri(u>: u E .Y, x E a) there exists some 
E*> 0 with N,,(y)c U(ri(u):u~Y, y EU}~ lJ{ri(u):uE.Y, x ~a}. 
This completes the proof that lJ {ri(u>: u E .Y, x E (T} is open. n 
Let .Y be a subdivision of G”. A function f :G” + G” is defined to be 
piecewise u&e with respect to .Y, abbreviated &PA, if f is affine on each 
cell of 9, i.e., the restriction of f to each such cell is affine. We call 
{(B,,h,):a E J”) the Arepresentation off if for each u E 9”, (B,, b,) is 
the representation of the restriction of f on u, i.e. f(x) = B,x + b, for all 
x E u. The ./representation of an JPA function is unique. We say that 
f : G n - G” is a PA map if it is APA with respect to some subdivision 9 of 
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G”. By a representation of a PA map f :G” + Gk we mean a pair 
(9,KB,, 6,): (+ E Y”)> w h ere 9 is a subdivision of G”, f is JPA, and 
{(B,, b,): u E 9”) is the &representation of f. If f is an &PA map for 
some conic subdivision 9, and f(O) = 0, we say that f is piecewise linear 
with respect to 9, abbreviated APL. In this case h, = 0 for all u E 9” in 
the &representation ((B,, h,):a E 9”) of f. By a PL map we mean a 
function which is APL with respect to some conic subdivision 9 of G”. Of 
course, a PL map f is positively homogeneous, i.e., f(0x) = of(r) for every 
XEG” and 8>0. 
Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, and let f : G” + Gk be APA with 
&representation ((II,, 6,): u E Y”}. We observe that for every nonsingular 
matrix E E Gnx” and matrix F E G”lXk the map FfE defined by (FfE)(y) 
= Ff( Ey) is E-‘/PA with E-‘Jrepresentation (( FB, E, Fb,): u E 2”). 
A norm on G” is a function 11 11: G” -+ G’ such that llxll = 0 if and only if 
x = 0, 11~ + yII < IIxII+ llyll for all x and y in G”, and llh~ll = IAl llrjl for all x 
in G” and A in G. A norm which is PA is, in fact, PL. If a norm is a PL map, 
we call it a PL norm. Of course, the absolute value is a PL norm on G, and 
II IL is a PL norm on G”. We next provide a sufficient condition for 
continuity of PA maps with respect to a general norm. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, let f: G” + G” be an J@PA 
map with ./representation {(B,, b,): u E Jn}, let 11 11 be a norm on G”, let 
S be a convex subset of G”, and let K be a positive element in G. lf 
ll%zll < KIIZII for each nonzero z E G” and u E 9” with u n S ~0, 
(2.2) 
then 
IIf(f(y)II<Klllc-yll foraZZdistinctxandyinS” (2.3) 
and f is continuous on S with respect to II II. 
Proof. Assume that (2.2) h o Id s, and let x and y be two points in S”. For 
(Y E G, let x0 =(l- a>r + cuy. In particular, x0= X, x1 = y, and [r, yl= 
{x*:0 <cu<l}~S. As ~{u~[~,y]:u~~“)=[x,y], we can identify cells 
oi,...,uk in 9” and elements in G, 0 = o. < cy < . . . < ffk = 1, such that 
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for j=l,...,k (xL2: CY~_, < a < aj) G uj. This construction is possible because 
for each CT E 9” for which cr n[x’, x’] #0, sm = min{cu: x0 E C, 0 < cy < 1) 
and ‘Ye = max{Lv : xa E u, 0 < cx < l} are well defined as the minimum and 
maximum of corresponding ratios. Now, for j = 1,. . . , k, xaj - X~J-I = (aj - 
aj_,)(xl -x0) and therefore 
= k l((B~,x”~+b,,)-(B,x”ll+bq,)II 
j=l 
=K 
i 
; (aj-aj_l)~+xo~( =zqx-yll, 
j=l I 
establishing (2.3). In particular, the continuity of f on S with respect to 11 11 
now follows. n 
We note that Lemma 2.5 immediately implies that (2.2) implies (2.3) 
when the strict inequalities are replaced by weak inequalities. 
Let f : G” -+ G” be a PA map. A matrix B in Gkx” is defined to be a 
deriuutive of f at x E G” if f( y ) = B( y - x) + f(x) for all y in a neighbor- 
hood of X. If f is &PA where 9 is a subdivision and {(B,, b,): u E 9”) is 
the Jrepresentation of f, clearly the derivatives of f are the B,‘s with 
u E 9”. In fact, if the derivative of 9 exists at a point X, then it is unique 
and equals B, for every u in Y” that contains X. In particular, the 
derivative of f exists at every point that lies in the interior of any cell 
UEY”. 
Let f : G” + G” be a PA map and let S c G”. We say that f is univalent 
on S if f(x)#f(yl f or all distinct x and y in S. We say that f is open on S 
if for each x in S and neighborhood T of x we have that f(T) is a 
neighborhood of f(x); of course, an equivalent condition is that for each 
x E G” and E > 0 there exists some S > 0 such that N,(f(x)) G f(iV,(x)). We 
say that f has oriented derivatives on S if the determinants of the derivatives 
of f at points in S where the derivative exists are either all positive or all 
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negative. Also, given a PL norm (1 11 on G”, we say that f is nonexpansive, or 
strictly nonexpansive, on S with respect to )I 11 if for all distinct r and y in S 
we have I/f(x)- f(y)/1 < IIx - yIJ or [If(x)- f(y)/1 < IJx - ~11, respectively. 
Also, we say that f is coercive on S with respect to 11 )I if for every (Y E G 
there is a p E G such that x E S with llxll> p implies II f(x)11 > CY. 
Let B E G”x”, and let (I II be a PL norm on G”. We say B is nonexpan- 
sive, or strictly nonexpansive, with respect to 11 II if, for each nonzero z E G”, 
IlBzll G II=11 or IIW < ll=ll~ respectively. An element (Y in G is called an 
eigenvalue of B if for some nonzero vector u in G” 
Bu=cru. 
As usual, (Y is an eigenvalue of B if and only if det(aZ - B) = 0. A pair (a, p> 
of elements in G is called a complex eigenvalue of B if there exists vectors u 
and v in G” where u or c is nonzero and 
Bu=au-j3v and Bv=pu+c~v. 
Of course, CY is an eigenvalue of B if and only if ((u, 0) is a complex 
eigenvalue of B. We say that B has the eigenvalue propertcy if each 
eigenvalue (Y of B has ICX( < 1. We say that B has the complex eigencalue 
property if each complex eigenvalue ((Y, p) of B has cy’ + /3” < 1. Finally we 
say that B has the strict eigenvalue property or the strict complex eigencalue 
property if the corresponding inequalities is strict. 
Let f :G” -+ G” be a PA map, let 11 II be a PL norm on G”, and let 
S G G”. We say that f has on S the derivative nonexpansiveness property 
with respect to II II, the derivative eigenvalue property, the derivative 
compZex eigenvazue property, the derivative strict nonexpansiveness property 
with respect to II I(, the derivative strict eigenvalue property, or the deriva- 
tive strict complex eigenvalue property if the derivative of f at each point in 
S at which it exists has the corresponding property. 
Let f : G” + G” be a PA map. In the previous paragraphs we considered 
a number of properties of PA maps with reference to subsets of their domain. 
We say that f has a property locally at x E G” if f has that property on 
some neighborhood of x. We say that f has a property locally on a subset 
SCG” if f has th a property locally at each point in S. If f has a property t 
on S = G”, we say that f has that property without explicit reference to any 
set. 
The next lemma characterizes PA maps having oriented derivatives and 
derivative nonexpansive properties locally in terms of their derivatives. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let f: G” + G” he a PA map having the representation 
(S,{(B,,b,):a E J”)), and let x be a point in G”. Then: 
(a) f has oriented derivatives locally at x if and only if the det(B,)‘s are 
either all positive or all negative when u ranges otter cells in .Y” contain- 
ing x. 
(b) f has the strict d erivative nonexpansiveness property locally at x if 
and only if for each u is 9” containing x, B, is strictly nonexpansive. 
(c) f has the derivative nonexpansiveness property locally at x if and only 
if for each u in 9” containing x, B, is nonexpansive. 
Proof. The “only if’ parts follow from the fact that any neighborhood of 
x meets the interior of any cell (T E 9” containing x. The “if parts” follows 
from the fact that the union of all cells in 9 containing x is a neighborhood 
of x; see Lemma 2.4. W 
A sufficient condition for a PA map to be coercive with respect to (1 Ilrn in 
terms of its derivatives is next given. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 9 he a subdivision of G”, let f: G” -+ G” be an &PA 
map with &representation ((B,, b,): (T E Y”}, and let S L G”. Suppose the 
determinant of B, is nonzero for each cell u E 2” having nonempty un- 
bounded intersection with S. Then f is coercive on S with respect to II llm. 
Proof. Let a E G be given, and let C be the set of cells in .Y” having 
unbounded intersection with 5’. In particular, for u E C, B, is nonsingular, 
and for sufficiently large p, {x E S : )1x1\, > p} c LJ Ii. For each x E S which is 
contained in a cell u E c, I(xI[,= (IB;‘Bqxll,< IlB,‘ll~(llB,x + bJX+ 
Ilbnljm). It follows that for corresponding K and positive L in G, for each 
x E S n(U 21, II f(x&> (IIxllm - K)L. Let p E G satisfy (X E S : IJx((, 2 /3} 2 
U l% and (/3 - K)L > (Y. Then for each x E S satisfying llrllrn 2 p we have 
that x E UC and IIf(x>llp~(((xII-K)L~_(p-L)L~LY. So f is coercive on 
S with respect to II Ilm. n 
The next lemma relates properties of a PA map f and properties of FfE, 
where F and E are nonsingular square matrices. 
LEMMA 2.8. Letf:G” + G” be a PA map, let S c G”, and let E and F 
be two nonsingular n x n matrices. Then: 
(a) f is univalent on S i. and only if FfE is univalent on E- ‘S, 
(b) f is open on S if and only if FfE is open on E-IS, and 
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Cc) f has oriented derivatives on S if and only if FfE has oriented 
derivatives on E -IS. 
Proof. We first show that if f has one of the three properties in 
question on S, then Ff U has that property on E-IS. First assume that f is 
univalent on S and (FfExy’)=(FfExy”) for some y’, y2 E E-‘S. Then 
Ey’, Ey” E S and f(Ey’) = F-‘((FfE)y’) = F-‘((FfE)(y”)) = f(Ey”). 
Hence, the univalence of f implies that Ey’ = Ey” and therefore y’ = 
E-‘(Ey,) = E-‘(Ey”) = y2. 
Next assume that f is open on S. To see that F@ is open on E-‘S, let 
x E E-‘S and let T be a neighborhood of x. Then Ex E S, and ET is a 
neighborhood of Ex. As f is open on S, we conclude that f( ET > is a 
neighborhood of f ( Ex ), implying that F( f (ET )) = (FfE)(T) is a neighbor- 
hood of F(f(Ex))=(FfE)(x). So, indeed, FfE is open on E-‘S. 
Next assume that f has oriented derivatives on S. To see that FfE has 
oriented derivatives on E-‘S, assume that FfE has derivative B at a point 
x E E-‘S. Then for some neighborhood T of X, (F@)(y)= B(y -x)-t 
(FfExx) for all y E T. It follows that for .a E ET, with z = Ey where y E T, 
f(z) = F-‘( Ff( Ey)) = F-‘(( FfE)( y)) = F-‘B( y - x) + F-‘(( F@)(x)) 
As ET is a neighborhood of Ex, we have that F-‘BE-’ is a derivative of f 
at Ex E S. As f has oriented derivatives on S, we conclude that 
det(F-‘BE-‘)=det(F-‘)det(B)det(E-’) are either all positive or all nega- 
tive when B ranges over the derivatives of FfE at points of E- ‘S where it 
exists. As det(F-‘)det( E- ‘) # 0, we conclude that FfE has oriented deriva- 
tives on E-‘S. 
It remains to show that if FfE has one of the three properties on E-‘S 
then f has that property on S. This assertion follows directly from the 
established reverse implications applied to FfE, E- ‘, and F- ’ after observ- 
ingthat F-‘(FfE)E-‘=fand(E-‘)-‘(E-‘S)=S. I 
We note that the conclusions of Lemma 2.8 do not extend to nonexpan- 
sive, derivative nonexpansive, derivative eigenvalue, and derivative complex 
eigenvalue properties or to the strict variants of these properties. For 
example,letf:G~Gbedefinedbyf(x)=2-’randletF=E=3.Thenf 
has all of the above properties, but Ff and $5 have none of them. 
A set S in G” is defined to be PA connected if for every s and t in S 
there is a finite sequence s=xl,x”,...,xk=t in S with [n:‘,x’+‘]~S for 
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i=l,..., k - 1. Evidently, S is PA connected if and only if for every s and t 
in S there is a PA map r : G + G” with ~(0) = s, ~(1) = t, and ~(0) E S for 
all 8 E G. A PA connected semicell with representation (h,(. . . >) never 
requires more than h segments [xi, xi+‘] to connect any two points. 
The following lemma will be useful later in our development. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let CT cG” he a n-cell, let x E u, and let y E int(cone(a - 
(x})). Then for sufficiently small positive 8, x + ey E int(a). 
Proof. As y E int(cone(a -IX))), for some E > 0 we have N,(y) c 
conefa -(x)>. Also, as u -(x) is convex and contains 0, conecu -(x)) = 
U sao6(u --Lx)) and 6(u -{x)) is increasing in 6. For each s E S = (s E 
G”:s~E(-1,l)) we have y+2 -‘es E N,(y); hence for sufficiently small 
positive 0, y +2-l&s l 0~‘(u -Ix)) for all s ES. As N,(O)cconv(S), we 
conclude that for such 8 
IV~-~,( y) = y +2-‘.sN,(O) Cy +2_leconv(S) = conv(y +2-‘&S) 
ce-‘(u-(x}), 
implying that Nz-l,& +ey>=(x)+e~~~,,(y)~(x)+(u --Ix))= u. So r + 
e y E int(u) for sufficiently small positive 8, completing our proof. n 
3. LOCALIZATION AND FACTORIZATION OF PA MAPS 
In this section we introduce two important techniques used in the study 
of PA maps, namely localization and factorization. The first allows one to 
“localize” a PA map at a point, while the other allows one to factor out the 
lineality of any subdivision 9 for which the map is JPA. 
Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, and let x be a point in G”. For 
k = 0, 1,. , n, the conic localization (.Yk), of Yk at x is defined by 
The conic localization 4 of 9 at x is defined by 
d$={a)u ; (sk).. 
k=O 
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We note that 4 is a conic subdivision of G” and dim(cone(a -{xl)) = 
dim(a) for all (T E 9 containing x. Thus, for k = O,l,. . ., n, (cf.jk = (Yk),, 
and we denote this set by dk. Also, lineal(x) = tng(a) for the unique cell 
in .Y that contains x in its relative interior. In particular, if .T E lJri(S”-‘), 
then dim(d) = n - 1 and 4’ contains exactly two cells. If f:G” + Gk is 
an .PPA map, we define the PL locakation f, : G” + Gk of f at x in the 
following way: for any y in G” define 
where 13 is sufficiently small so that x and x + By lie in a single cell of 9. 
Of course, f, is well defined. Further, f, is ,x-PL, and {(B,, 0) : CT E cd”) is 
the x-representation of f,. 
The next result relates univalence, openness, and oriented derivatives of a 
PA map locally at a given point with the corresponding properties of the 
localization of the PA map at that point. 
TIIEOHES~ 3.1. Let A be u subdicision of G”, f : G” --) G” an &PA 
map, and x (I point in G”. Then the following ure equivalent: 
(a) f is univalent locall~y ut x, 
(b) f is univalent locally on U (ri(a> : (T E 9, x E a}, 
(c) f is univalent on IJ (a : (T E 9, x E a}, 
Cd) f,, the PL 1 ocalizution off at x, is univalent locally ut 0, and 
(e) f,, the PL 1 oculization off at x, is univalent. 
Also, (a)-(e) are equivalent when “is uniculent” is replaced by “has oriented 
derivatives,” and (a), (b), Cd), and (e) are equivalent when “is univalent” is 
replaced by “is open.” 
Proof. We first establish the equivalence of the univalent conditions. 
(1,) j (a): This implication is trivial, since x E iJ {ri(a): u E 9, x E a}; 
see Lemma 2.4. 
(c) j(b): If f is univalent on lJ(a : (T E A, x E CT}, then f is clearly 
univalent on lJ(ri(a): u E 9, x E a). By Lemma 2.4 this latter set is open, 
and therefore, trivially, we have that f is univalent locally on it. 
(d) d (c): Assume that f, is univalent locally at 0, i.e., for some F > 0, f, 
is univalent on N,(O). Now, let x’,x’ E tJ{a:a E 9, x E a}. Then there 
exist cells ui and a, in 9, both containing x, such that x1 E u, and 
x” E uZ. In particular, for j = 1,2 and all 0 < p < 1, we have x + p(x’ - x) = 
(l- p>x + pxj E a~, assuring that f,(p(xj - x)) = /3[ f(x +(xi - x)>- f(x)] 
= /3[ f(xj>- f(x)]. N ow, assume that f<x’> = f(x”>. Then for all 0 < p 6 1, 
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j-,(/3(x’ - x)) = j-J/3(x” - x)X But f or sufficiently small positive p we have 
that p(x ’ - x> and PC-r ” - X) are in N,(O), and therefore, by the univalence 
of f on N,(O), it follows that for such /3 we have /3(x’ - X) = p(x’ - x), i.e., 
l- .2 x -1. 
(e)*(d): This implication follows from the fact that G” is a neighbor- 
hood of zero. 
(a) * (e): Suppose that f is univalent locally at X, i.e., for some E > 0, f 
is univalent on N,(X). Without loss of generality assume that N,(x) c lJ{a : (T 
E 9, s E (T); see Lemma 2.4. In particular, for every z E N,(x) we have that 
f,<= - x) = f(z)- f(r). N ow assume that f,(y’) = f,(y’) for some yl, y2 E 
G”. Then for j = 1,2 and sufficiently small positive 0 we have x + 0~’ E 
N,(x) and f,(y.j) = rY’[f(r + @y’)-f(x)], implying that fCr + By’) = fCr 
+ BY’). As x + By1 and x + 8~” are both in N,(x), the univalence of f on 
this set implies that x + 8~’ = x + 0y”, i.e., y’ = y’. 
We next consider the variants (a)-( e with “is univalent” replaced by ) 
“has oriented derivatives.” The implications (b) 3 (a), Cc) * (b), and (e) j (d) 
follow from the arguments used earlier for the original versions of (a)-(e). 
We next argue that (d), (c), and (a) are equivalent. Let (9, ((B,, t?,): u E 9}) 
be a representation of f. As usual, we identify CT E 9 containing x with 
cone(cT -{x}> E 4. Now, as (4, {(B,, 0): u E 4’)) is a representation of f, 
and every cell in C<i,, contains 0, we have from Lemma 2.6 that (d) is 
equivalent to the assertion that either all det(B,) are positive when (T E <<‘” 
or all of these determinants are negative, i.e., either all det(B,) are positive 
for cr E 9 containing x or all of these determinants are negative. Using the 
/t-epresentdtion of f, we immediately conclude that this latter condition is 
equivalent to (c), and from Lemma 2.6 we have that it is equivalent to (a). So, 
indeed, (a), (c), and (d) are equivalent. Finally, as f, is d-PL and every cell 
in C< contains 0, we have that (d) 3 (e); see Lemma 2.6. So the equivalence 
of the five conditions has been established. 
We finally consider the variants of(e), (b), (d), and (e) with “is univalent” 
replaced by “is open.” Again, the implications (b) * (a) and (e) 3 (d) follow 
from our earlier arguments. We will show that (a)*(e), (d)*(e), and 
(e) 3 (b). First, to see that (a) d (e), assume that f is open locally at X, and 
we will show that f, is open. Let y E G”, and let T be a neighborhood of y. 
In particular, for some y > 0, N,(y) c T. Now, as f is open locally at X, f is 
open on N,(X) for some E > 0. Without loss of generality we assume that 
N,,(X)C U{a:a E 9, x E (T}; see Lemma 2.4. Observing that for f3 = 
.smin((llyll,+ l)-‘, y-l}, x + 8y E N,(x), we have that for some 6 > 0, 
N,(~(x + ey)) c f(N& + By)). Now, as lIeI& < E and lleyll < E, 
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implying that f,(N,,(y)) = e-lf<x + 07V,,(yl)- K’f<r>. Also, as x + By E 
tJ{a:a~/, x~crl, we have f,(y)=8-‘f(x+By)-8-‘f(x). So, for p= 
83, 
showing that f, is open at y. We next argue that Cd) 3 (e) by using the 
positive homogeneity of f,. Specifically, assume that f, is open on N,(O), 
where E > 0, and let y E G” and y > 0 be given. Then By E N,(O) for some 
0 > 0, implying that for some 6 > 0, NS(fr(By)) c f,(N,,(By)). It follows that 
elv,,+(f,(y)) = N,(ef,(y)) = hgj-,(ey>) c f,w,,(ey)) = fi(eiv,(y)) = 
ef$V,(y)); so A&-l(f,(y)) 5 fJN,(y)). The last step of our proof is to show 
that (e) a(b). Assume that f, is open, and we will show that f is open on 
the neighborhood lJ{ri(a>: (T E 9, x E (~1 of r; see Lemma 2.4. Let y E 
tJ {ri(a): u E 9, x E a), and let T be a neighborhood of y. In particular, for 
some y > 0, N,(y) E T; in fact, we may assume that N,(y) c U (ri(a): u E 9, 
E (T} c Lib-i(o): v E 9, x E a}; see Lemma 2.4. In particular, we con- 
Elude that f,(N (y>- x1 = f(N (y))- f(r). Also f.(y - X> = f(y)- f(r). 
Now, as f, is op&, for some 6 : 0, N,(f,.(y - rli~ iX(NY(y - XI>. Thus, 
So f is open at y. n 
An n X n matrix Cl is called orthogonal if UrU is diagonal with positive 
diagonal elements. Of course, if U is orthogonal we cannot conclude that UT 
is orthogonal, e.g., 
Every orthogonal matrix is nonsingular. A basis of G is called orthogonal if 
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some (or equivalently every) matrix whose columns are the elements of that 
basis is orthogonal. 
The next result shows that the lineality of a subdivision 4 can be 
factored out of JPA maps. This factoring is achieved by transforming the 
lineality to 
((i):x~G’), where ZGdim(lineal(9)). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 9 be a subdivision of G” with lineality h of 
dimension 1, and let f :G” --f G” be an &PA map with .%representation 
((B,, b,), u E 4). Then there exist orthogonal matrices U, VT E G” Xn, a 
matrix C E Gtxl, a subdivision 7 of G”-‘, and F-PA maps g : G”-’ + G’ 
and h:G”-t-G”-’ such that, with D=UTU, a={l,...,l}, and p= 
{Z+l,...,n): 
(b) for k = 0,. . . , 
(c) for each u E 9” 
VB,U = 
Cd) for each x E G” 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(e) 9 is a conic subdivision if and only if F is conic, and f is PL if and 
only if g and h are PL, 
0) f has oriented derivatives if and only if C is nonsingular and h has 
oriented derivatives, 
(g) f is open if and only if C is nonsingular and h is open, and 
(h) f is univalent if and only if C is nonsingular and h is univalent. 
Proof. The cases where I= 0 are trivial; hence we assume that I > 1. 
Let ((p,, A,, a,):a E 4 b e a representation of 9, and let {(B,, b,) : u E 
9”) be an %representation of f. Throughout the proof we use the notation 
0 for matrices and vectors without indicating their dimension. 
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The Gram-Schmidt procedure allows one to construct an orthogonal basis 
of G” whose first I elements span h. Let U be a matrix whose columns are 
the elements of such a basis. Then D = UTU is diagonal, and as 
we have 
In particular, (a> holds. 
As U is nonsingular, U- ‘9 is a subdivision with representation 
((p,,A,U,u,):a E C/n); here and throughout our proof we identify J” 
with (UP’/)” = U-l/” for indexing in the obvious way. Now, 
lineal( U-‘9) = (U- IX :x E lineal(S)} = U-‘A = (( ;):yEGl). 
We next partition U into (V, Up). As ((p,, A,U, a,): u E ynl is a represen- 
tation of U-‘9, we have for every u E 9’” that A,Ux = 0 for each 
x E lineal(U-‘9) and u E 9”, i.e., for each y E G’, 
= A,U*y + ACUP = A,U*y. 
We conclude that A,U” = O( E Gnx’) for each u E 9”. This observation 
can next be used to argue that {(p,, A,UP, ua): u E S} is a representation 
of a subdivision of G”-‘, which we denote 7. For u E 9, let r(u) = 
(U-‘u)s. In particular, as A,U” = 0, 
= {X E G” : A,U%, < a,), = {y E G”-’ : A,UPy < a,}. 
So rr maps 9 into 7. Further, r can be shown to be one to one, onto, and 
such that dim(r(u)) = dim(u) - 1 f or each u E 9. So (b) is satisfied. In the 
following we identify Y and 4 for indexing. 
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We next recall that the function jU is U-‘&PA with U’firepresenta- 
tion ((B,U, .b,):a E J”}. Now, suppose that T and (T are two cells in 
(U’9)” = U-‘(/“> which share a common facet, say p. As n 2 1, p ~0. 
Let x* be any point in ri(p). Then for every y E G’, 
LX*+ 
Y ( 1 0 EpSTnu 
and 
w+*+(;)) = B,Ux*+ B,U*y + h, = B,Ux*+ B,,U*y + b,, 
implying that B,U* = B,U”. We have seen that B,U” = B,U” for every pair 
of cells in (U-‘9)” sharing a common facet. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, B,U* is 
constant over all cells (T of 9”. We will denote this common matrix by F. 
As F has 1 columns, dim((x : FTx = 0)) > n - 1. Let VT be an n X n orthogo- 
nal matrix whose columns form a basis of G” where the last n - 1 elements 
are in null( FT) (again, the Gram-Schmidt procedure assures the existence of 
such V). Then VDF = 0. In particular, for every u E /“, 
VB,U = 
where C = V, F, thereby establishing (c). 
Let g : G”-’ + G’ and h :G”-’ + - G”-’ be two %PA functions with 
representations ((VaB,UP,V,b;): u E /“} and {(V,Bc,UP,V,b,): u E S”}, 
respectively. Now, for u E (Up’/)” and x E (T, we have from (b) that 
xp E rr(a> E Y-“-l and therefore g(xp) = V,B,UPx, and h(x,) = 
V,B,UPx,. Hence, 
+I%, = (VfU)(x), 
establishing (d). 
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Next recall that given a representation ((p,, A,, a,): u E Y”}, Y was 
constructed via its representation {(p,, A,U, a,): u E .Y”), immediately im- 
plying that 9 is conic if and only if r is conic. Also, if f is PL, we may 
assume that the b,‘s are all zero, and therefore the constructed representa- 
tion of g and h shows that these functions are PL. Finally, if g and h are 
PL, then (3.2) implies that VfU is PL and therefore so is f. Thus, (e) follows. 
Next, by Lemma 2.8, f has oriented derivatives if and only if V’U has 
oriented derivatives. As VfU is U-‘/PA with U-‘JL’representation 
{(VB,U,Vb,).: u E 9”} and by (3.1) det(VB,U) = det(C)det(VpB,@), we 
have that V’U has oriented derivatives if and only if det(C) # 0 and 
det(V,B,UP) for u E 9” are either all positive or all negative. The latter 
condition is clearly equivalent to h having oriented derivatives. So (0 
follows. 
We next establish (g). First assume that C is invertible and that h is 
open, and we will show that Vf U is open; by Lemma 2.8 it will then follow 
that f is open. Let 
where LEG’ and zcG”-‘, 
and let E > 0 be given. By Lemma 2.5, for K = max(llV,B,Upll, : u E S) 
II g(z) - g(=‘> II,< Kllz - =;‘llm for all z’ E G”-‘. 
Now, as h is open, for some S > 0 we have N,(h(z)) L h(N,.(s)) for 
E’ = mime, 2-1~IC-‘II~1K-1~). W e will show that N,.((Vf U)(x)) c 
(Vf U)(N,(x)) for 6’ = min(6,2-‘IIC-111,1&). Let 
E %((VfW4) where UEG[ and b E G”-‘, 
i.e., by (3.21, Ila - Cy - g(z)llm < 6’ and Ilb - h(z)llm < 6’. In particular, as 
N,.(h(zN E NJh(zN c hW,.(zN, th ere exists some z’ E NJZ) with h(z’)= b. 
Thus, for y’ = C-‘[ a - g(z’)] we get from (3.2) that 
(vfu)(g=( cy;i;~;z’~)=(;). 
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II!/‘- Yllo;G IIWlooll~ - dz’) - QII, 
4IC-‘IIm[II~- d4-cYII,+II&- daJ 
< IIc-lIIm(s’+ Kl(z - Z’llJ <2-l& + IJC-‘II,K&‘< 2-l& +2-l& = E. 
As llz’- ~11, < ~‘6 E, we conclude that 
So, indeed, NJ(VfUXx)) C(VYU)(N,(x)), completing the proof that VfU is 
open. 
Next assume that f is open, and we will show that h is open and that C 
is nonsingular. First, by Lemma 2.8, V’U is open. To see that h is open, let 
.z E G”-’ and E > 0 be given. As Vf U is open, for some 6 > 0 
Now, for b E N,(h(z)), (3.2) implies that 
i.e., 
and therefore for some (11) E NE( fo), 
vfu(;:)=(go). 
In particular, lJz’- zll, < E and (3.2) implies that h(z’) = b. Hence, Na(h(z)) 
c h(N,(z)), completing the proof that h is open. It remains to show that C is 
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nonsingular. Letting z = 0, we next observe from the ./representation 
((VB,U,Vb,): u E Mnl of Vf U that 
NG((VfU)(0))C(VfU)(NE(O))~ u {VB,U~+V~,:UXG”) 
G- E .Y” 
Lemma A.3 of Appendix A shows that a convex set of dimension n cannot be 
covered by a finite union of convex sets of dimension n - 1 or less. As 
dim(NJ(VfU>(O))l = n, we conclude that for some u E 9”, dim{VB,UtL: + 
Vb, : w E G’} = n, implying that VB,U is nonsingular. It is now immediate 
from (3.1) that C is nonsingular. This completes the proof of (g). 
Finally, by Lemma 2.8, f . IS univalent if and only if VfU is univalent. 
Also, (3.2) immediately implies that the latter assertion holds if and only if C 
is nonsingular and 1% is univalent. So (hl follows. n 
We note that the main equivalences of Theorem 3.1 extend to nonexpan- 
siveness, derivative nonexpansiveness, derivative eigenvalue, and derivative 
complex eigenvalue properties and to the strict version of these properties. 
But such extensions cannot be obtained for Theorem 3.2; see the example 
following Lemma 2.8. 
4. TRANSFER PRINCIPLES 
In this section we explain three transfer principles that allow one to draw 
conclusions on the validity of statements over all ordered fields from knowl- 
edge of their validity over one ordered field. These transfer principles are the 
focus of Eaves and Rothblum (1990); also see van der Dries (1981) and 
Weispfenning (1988). To indicate the issue we remind the reader that the 
statement “for some X, x ’ = 2” is true over the reals, but false over the 
rationals, and the negation of that statement is true over the rationals, but 
false over the reals. 
Let us begin by formulating the notion of a first order formula for ordered 
fields. Our discussion here is informal; a more precise treatment can be 
found in Eaves and Rothblum (1990). 
Let G and H be two ordered fields. We say that H is an extension of G 
if H contains G and the field operations of + , . , and > in G are the 
restrictions of those in H to G. 
Throughout, let V denote a set of tiariables, and let W denote a subset of 
G, whose elements will be called constants. In different applications of the 
theory the sets V and W may vary, but at each use, exactly what is a constant 
and what is a variable is specified or is evident from the context, and no 
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confusion should result. Of course, we always maintain V I? W =0. By a term 
we mean a formal product of variables and constants; for example, with 
V = (c, X, y,z} and W = {1,3, a, b}, we have that 3akcxy is a term; here 3, a, 
and b denote constants and c, x, and y denote variables. By a polynomiul 
we mean a formal sum of terms as Subxy +4cxz. By an atomic formula we 
mean an expression of the form (p = 0) or (p > 0) where p is a polynomial. 
By a formula we mean an atomic formula or an expression built up by a finite 
number of applications of the following: 
(a) If cp and $ are formulae, then (cp A $1, (cp V $1, (cp + I/J>, (cp * $I>, 
and ( 7 cp> are also formulae. 
(1~) If cp is a formula and x is a variable, then (V.rcp> and (3x(p) are also 
formulae. 
In case (b) we say the variable x is quantified by V or 3, as appropriate. On 
the other hand, we define a variable x to be free in a formula cp if it occurs 
in cp and is not in the scope of a quantifier. 
A formula with no free variables is called a sentence. Given a sentence cp 
and an ordered field H containing G, the sentence cp is true or fulse, with 
respect to H, where cp is read as a mathematical statement and =, > , A, v , 
+, ++, 1, V, and 3 are interpreted, respectively, as “is equal to,” “is 
greater than,” “and,” “or,” “implies,” “is equivalent to,” “not,” “for all (in 
rI>,” and “for some (in H).” The requirement that H contain G is merely to 
assure that cp makes sense over H. 
A formula cp is defined to be linear in the set of variables {xi,. . , x,,} if 
each term of the polynomials of the atomic formula of cp contains at most one 
xi. A formula is called linear if it is linear in the set of its quantified variables. 
A formula having the form Vx, .Vx,,cp where cp is a linear formula is called 
unifiersal-linear 
The following two transfer devices were proved and discussed in Eaves 
and Rothblum (1990) for the restricted case where the set of constants 
consisted only of - 1, 0, and 1; the same proofs apply for the more general 
situation considered here. 
PRoPoSIrIoN 4.1. Let cp be u lineur sentence. Then cp is true ouer one 
ordered field contuinin g G if und only if cp is true o2;er ull ordered fields 
containing G. 
We say that the ordered field G is real closed [e.g., Jacobson (1964, pp. 
273-27711 if the following two conditions hold: 
(a) Every positive element in G has a square root. 
(b) Any polynomial of odd degree with coefficients in G has a root in G. 
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Of course, the real numbers form a real closed field, and every ordered field 
has an extension which is real closed [see Jacobson (1964, p. 285) for the 
latter fact]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let cp be a universal-linear sentence. Zf cp is true over 
one real closed field containing G, then cp is true over all ordered fields 
containing G. n 
Tarski’s principle gives us another transfer principle that applies to 
arbitrary sentences, but only over real closed fields; see Eaves and Rothblum 
[1990] for details. The following is Tarski’s principle. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let cp be any sentence. Zf cp is true over one real 
closed field containing G, then cp is true over all real closed containing G. l 
For readability and brevity we shall usually not write out formal formulae 
or sentences, rather we shall write “statements” which are suggestive of the 
intended formulae or sentences; translation of these statements into the 
formal items is straightforward, though the final expression may be lengthy. 
In statements we use parenthesis to enhance readability and we use matrix 
notation for brevity. Also, given a finite set of statements q,, . . . , qk, we 
sometimes use the notation V f= ,‘pi for ( . . . ((cpl V cpz) V (p3). . V (Pk); simi- 
larly, A ‘;= I’pi is used. Finally, we will use abbreviated notation where 
properties of quantified variabIes are stated; for example, WE > 0x38 > 
O)(V y E crX . . . ) will b e used to abbreviate V(E((E > 0) -+ (36((6 > 0) A (Vy(( y 
E a) + (. . . )))))). 
5. EXTENSIONS OF CELLS, PA MAPS, AND PROPERTIES 
Let H be an ordered field which is an extension of the ordered field G. 
Here we show that a PA map f : G” --) G k has a natural extension to a PA 
map f), : H” + H”; furthermore this extension preserves various properties 
off. 
We begin by extending semicells and work through subdivisions to PA 
maps and their properties. The proofs are brief and rely on the transfer 
principles of the previous sections; we initially use the transfer principle with 
some explanation, but as we progress we become more terse. 
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Let (k, ((p(i), I, a(i), 9(i), B(i), b(i)): i = 1,. . . , k}) be a representation 
of a semicell (T c G”, namely, 
(+= (J {x~~n:~(i)x~~(i),~(i)x<b(i)}. 
i=l 
We define the extension a,, of u to be the semicell in H” given by 
uHz 6 {x~H”:A(i)r<a(i),B(i)x<b(i)}. 
i=l 
The next lemma shows that a,, is well defined. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let u CC” he a semicell. The semicell a,, in H” is 
invariant with the representation of CT. 
proof. Suppose u has two representations (k, {(p(i), A(i), a(i), qji), 
B(i),b(i)):i=l,..., k}) and (f,{($i), $i), C(i),&i), B(i), b(i)):i = 1,. . ., k)). 
Consider the sentence 
cp:Vx 6 a(i)) A(B(i)x <h(i)))) 
where the elements of A(i), a(i), B(i), b(i), ai), Z(i), B(i), and 6(i) are 
viewed as constants. Since the given representations correspond to the same 
semicell, q is true over G. As cp is a linear sentence, we conclude from 
Proposition 4.1 that cp is also true over H, thus implying that the extension of 
u to H is invariant with the representation of u. W 
The next three lemmas show that the extension of semicells preserves 
boolean operations, unboundedless, coerciveness, PA connectedness, and 
dimension. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let u und r be two semicells in G”. Then u L r if nnd only 
if a,, c r,,, u = r if und only if a,, = rfl, and u =0 if und only if a,, =0. 
Further, (a n T),, = a,, n r,, and (G” \ a),, = H” \ a,,. 
Proof. We first show that u c T if and only if a,, c T,,. Consider the 
proof of Lemma 5.1, where the two representations of u will be used as 
representations of u and 7, respectively. The arguments of the proof of 
Lemma 5.1 with a modified q in which “ c* ” is replaced by “ - ” prove that 
if u c 7 then a, 2 T,,. Next assume that u,, c T,,. Then u =(-T E G” :x E 
a,,) 2 {X E G” : x E TV,} = T. The conclusion that u = T if and only if a,, = T[, 
now follows easily. In particular, as 0,, =0, we have that u =0 if and only if 
u,, =0 ( =Of,>. 
Next, given any representation of u, one can use De Morgan’s rules to 
obtain a representation of G” \ u. This representation will yield a represen- 
tation of H” \ a,,, implying that (G” \ a),, = II” \ a,,. A similar argument, 
using the observation that the representations of u n T and a,, n T,, coin- 
cide, shows that (a n T),, = a,, n TV,. n 
LEMMA 5.3. Let u be (I semicell in G”. Then 
(a> u is unbounded if und only if a,, is unbounded; 
(b) u is coercive if und only if a,, is coercice; 
(c) u is PA connected if und only if a,, is PA connected. 
Proof. Let (k,((p(i),A(i),u(i),q(i),B(i),b(i)):i =L...,k}) be 21 repre- 
sentation of U. Evidently, u is unbounded if and only if the statement 
tla3x (xEu)A ; ((xi>c+(-xi>a)) 
i i i=l ii 
is true over G. where x E u means 
\i ((A(i)x<a(i))A(B(i)r<b(i))). 
i=l 
With the elements of A(i), a(i), B(i), and b(i) for i = l,.. ., k viewed as 
constants, the corresponding sentence is linear. In particular, we conclude 
from Proposition 4.1 that this sentence is true over G if and only if it is true 
over H, and (a) follows. Next, (b) f o 11 ows from Lemma 5.2 and the fact that a 
set is coercive if and only if its complement is bounded. 
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Finally, to establish (c), let a, E {x E G ” : A(i)x < a(i), B(i)x < b(i)} for 
i=l , . , k. Then (T = LJ f= lai. Also, let 3 be the set of all sequences of k 
integers from the set {l, . . . , k}, where repetitions are allowed. In particular, 
for a~/ and t~{l,...,k}, a(t) will denote the tth element in the 
sequence CY. We observe that u is PA connected if and only if the linear 
sentence 
is true over G; of course, the above representation of u can be used to give 
an explicit expression for “x E u,” “y E u,” and “x~ E a,,,_ r) n a,(,).” Since 
the validity of this sentence over H is equivalent to PA connectedness of a,,, 
we conclude from Proposition 4.1 that u is PA connected if and only if a,, is 
also. n 
We have seen in the proofs of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 that given a 
semicell u, the statement “x E u” is a linear statement in x. Of course, the 
explicit form of the corresponding sentence requires the use of a representa- 
tion of u, and the coefficients in the representation are viewed as constants. 
Henceforth, we will use such expressions in statements and argue linearity 
without referring to a representation of the underlying semicell u. Of course, 
when the resulting statements are viewed over H, the symbol u should be 
replaced by a,,. 
LEMMA 5.4. L..et u be a semicell in G”. Then the dimensions of u and a,, 
are equal. 
Proof. Let U be a matrix whose columns form a maximal linearly 
independent set in (x - y : x E u, y E a} G tng(u> over G. Then the defini- 
tion of linear independence and standard results from linear algebra assure 
that the sentences 
cp:vx((Ux=O)+(r=0)) 
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and 
*:VxVy(((xEu)A(yEu))-+(32(Uz=x-y))) 
are true over G. As cp and rj are linear, by Proposition 4.1 they are true over 
H. From cp we have dim(u,,) > dim(u), and from rj we have dim(a,,) < 
dim(a). n 
LEMMA 5.5. Let CT be a cell in G”. Then 
(a) a, is a cell in H”, 
(b) if 7 is a face of u then rH is a face of a,,, and 
Cc) if p is a face of a,, then for some face T of CT we haoe rfl = p, 
Proof. Let (m, A, a) be any representation of the cell u; then a,, = 
{x E H” : Ax < a}, proving that u,, is a cell in H”. Next let r #0 be a face of 
u. Then for some (Y c { 1,. . . , m) we have T={xEu:A,x=a,} and T~={x 
E u, : A,x = a,) is a face of a,. Conversely if p #0 is a face of at, then 
p = {x E a, : A,x = a,) for some (Y ~11,. . . , m}. Hence p = TV,, where T = 
{x E u : A,x = a,j is a face of u. Finally, the cases where T or p are empty 
follow directly from Lemma 5.2. n 
LEMMA 5.6. Let u cG” be a cell. Then (oper(u))fl = operiu,), where 
oper is lin, aff, tng, int, bd, ri, or rb. 
Proof. The case where u =0 is straightforward, so assume that u ~0. 
We first consider the case with oper = lin. Let the columns of U be a 
maximal set of linearly independent vectors in u. As the linear statement 
Vx((Ux = 0) + (X = 0)) is true over G, it is so over H. Thus the columns of 
U are linearly independent in H”. Also, by the maximality property of the 
columns of U, the linear statement Vy((y E a) -+ (3x(Ux = y))) is true over 
G and hence true over H, where u becomes a,,. Thus the columns of U 
form a maximal linearly independent set in a, over H. Now let the columns 
of W be a maximal linearly independent set of the vectors {w E Gk : UTw = 
0}, where k is the number of columns of U. Repeating an argument like that 
above, we see that W is invariant over G and H. Now, we have fin(u)= 
{X E G”:WTx = 0) and lin(u,,)=(x E H”: WTx = 0}, and we see that 
(lin(u))r, = lin(u,). 
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Next, let (m, A, a> be a representation of u, and let LY c (1,. . . , m} be a 
maximal set for which u C(X E G” : A,x = a,). Then aHa) = (x E G” : A,r 
= a,} and tng(u)=(x E G”:A,x = 0). It now follows from Lemma 5.2 that 
(Y is also the maximal set for which u, ~(r E H”: A,r = a,}, implying that 
(aff(a))l, = aflu,) and tng(u,,) = (tng(u))H. Also, we have that int(u) = (x 
E G” : Ax < a} and int(u,,) = (x E H” : Ax < u); thus, (int(u))rj = int(u,,). 
Next, ri(u)=(xEG”:A,x=u,, Aqx<up}, where p~(l,...,m}\a 
Using the corresponding representation of ri(u,) and cone(u,), we get that 
ki(u))H = ri(u,). Finally, (bd(u))H = (a \ int(u)), = Us, \ (nit(u)), = 
a, \ int(u,) = bd(u,) and, similarly, (i-b(u)),, = rb(u,,). n 
Let u be a cell in G” and f:u -+ Gk be affine. There is a natural affine 
extension of f to f,, : a,, + Hk. Namely, if (B, 27) is a representation of f on 
u, we define fr, by Bx + b for x in a,, z H”. The next lemma shows that f!, 
is well defined and is affine. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let UCG” beucellundfru + Gk be u&e. Then f,, does 
not depend on the representation off, and f,, is uffine. 
Proof. Let (A, a) and (B, b) be two representations off on u. Then the 
linear statement Vx((x E a) + (AX + a = Bx + b)) is true over G and hence 
over H. So f,, is independent of the representation of f. The affinity of f,, 
follows directly from its definition. n 
We next turn our attention to subdivisions. For a collection JZ of 
semicells in G”, let -k;I = (uH : u E A?). 
LEMMA 5.8. lf 9 is a collection of cells in G”, then 9 is a subdivision 
of G” if and only if S,, is a subdivision of H “. 
Proof. The linear statement tlx(( V at9(r E a)) is true over G if and 
only if it is true over H. Thus 9 covers G” if and only if S, cover H”. 
The rest follows from Lemmas 5.2, 5.4, and 5.5. n 
LEMMA 5.9. If 9 is a conic subdivision of G”, then S,, is a conic 
subdivision of H”. 
Proof. If 9 is conic, then it has a representation (Cm,, A,, 0): u E Y”), 
and then (cm,, A,,O): u E (J,,)“) 1s a representation of Y1,, assuring that 
s, is conic. n 
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We finally turn our attention to PA maps. Let f: G” + Gk t,e a PA map. 
Let 9 be a subdivision of G” where f is &PA, and let the Arepresenta- 
tion of f be ((B,,bm,,): u E Y”). We define the map fH :EI" -+ H” by 
f,,<~> = B,x + b, f or x E crH E (S,,)“. We next show that f,, is well defined 
and is .&PA. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let 9 be a subdivision and f an &PA map. Then fF, is a 
&-PA map. Further, fi, is invariant with the choice of 9. 
Proof. Let ((B,, b,): u E Y”) be the Jlrepresentation of f. We first 
argue that f, is well defined for the given subdivision 9. As the linear 
statement A (T, ~ E ,y,4 Vx((x E u n 7) * (B,x + b, = B,x + b,)) is true over 
G, it is true over H. Thus, for each x in H” the value f,,(x) is uniquely 
specified. As f,, is affine on each a,, for a,, E (S,,)” (see Lemma 5.7), we 
have that f,, is /,,-PA. 
Next, let .F be any other subdivision of G” for which f is SPA, and 
let ((Bi, bi): T E 7”) be the F-representation of f. Then the linear state- 
ment A rr t .pll, 7 E ,&(x E u n 7) -+ (B, x + b, = B:x + b:)) is true over G, 
and therefore it is true over H. We conclude that the extensions of f when 
viewed as &PA and as Jr-PA coincide. n 
Evidently, if f: G” + G” is a PA map, then f and f,, agree on G”. 
However, we note that there are PA maps f : G” -+ G” and g : H” -+ H” 
where f and g agree on G” yet fi, does not equal g; see Eaves and 
Rothblum (1988). 
Given PA maps f: G” + G”, g : G” -+ G”, and h :G” + G”, we observe 
that statements like f(x) = y, f(x)- g(y) = .z, h(f(x)) < h(g(y>>, etc. are 
linear statements in x, y, and z. The explicit form of such linear statements 
requires the use of representations of subdivisions with respect to which the 
maps are PA and the corresponding representations of the maps. We con- 
tinue to use statements such as the above and argue linearity without writing 
the formal formulae. Of course, when the resulting sentences are viewed 
over H, the symbols f, g, and h should be replaced by f,,, g,,, and h,,. 
The next five lemmas record the fact that several properties of PA maps 
are preserved under the extension from f to ff,. 
LEMMA 5.11. L.et f: G” + G” be PA. Then f is onto $and only iff,, is 
onto. 
Proof. The map f is onto if and only if the linear sentence Vx 
3y(f(y)= ) t x is rue over G, and fH is onto if and only if this sentence is 
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true over H. The conclusion follows from the fact that a linear sentence is 
true over G if and only if it is true over H. W 
LEMMA 5.12. L.et f : G” -+ G” be a PA map, and let x E G”. Then f has a 
derivative at x if and only if fH h as a derivative at x. Further, the set of 
derivatives off and of ff, coincide. 
Proof. Let 9 be a subdivision of G” such that f is &PA, and let 
{(B,, b,): (T E Jn} be the &representation of f. Then the set of derivatives 
of f is the set (B, : u E Y”), and using the A,,-representation of fi,, the 
derivatives of ffl are also. Now B E {B, : CT E 9”) is the derivative of f at x 
if and only if the linear statement (3~ > O)(Vy E N,(x))(f(y)= B(y - x)+ 
f(x)) is true over G, or equivalently over H. Over H this linear statement 
asserts that B is the derivative off,, at x. n 
LEMMA 5.13. L..et f :G” + G” be a PA map, and let r be a semicell in 
G”. Then 
(a) f is univalent on r if and only if f,, is univalent on r,,, 
(b) f is open on r if and only if fH is open on rR, 
Cc> the set of dericatkes off on r coincides with the set of derivatives of 
fi, on r,,, and 
(d) f has oriented derivatives on r if and only if ff, has oriented 
derivatives on rfl. 
Proof. The PA map f is univalent on r if and only if the linear 
statement 
(VxEr)WyEr)((f(x) =f(y)) +(x=Y)) 
is true over G. Similarly for fH, rf,, and H. As the linear statement is true 
over G if and only if it is true over H, we have that f is univalent on r if and 
only if ffl is univalent on rI1. 
The PA map f is open on T if and only if the linear statement 
(Vx E r)(Ve > 0)(36 > O)(Vy) 
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is true over G. Similarly for f!,, T!,, and H. As a linear statement is true over 
G if and only if it is true over H, we have that f is open on T if and only if 
fH is open on rH. 
We next establish (c). Let 9 be a subdivision such that f is JrPA, and 
let ((II,, h,): cr E 4”) be the J?representation off. Then the derivatives of 
f at elements of T and the derivatives of f,, at elements of rH are from the 
set {B, : CT E 1”). Select one of these B,‘s. Then B, is a derivative of f for 
some x in T if and only if the linear statement 
is true over G. Similarly for f,,, T,,, and H. We thus conclude from the 
arguments used above that B, is a derivative of f for some x in T if and 
only if B, is a derivative of f,, for some x in rH. It follows that the set of 
derivatives of f on r is identical to the set of derivatives of ff, on rfl, 
establishing part (c). Finally, (d) is immediate from (c). n 
Our next step is to extend PL norms. 
LEMMA 5.14. Let 11 11 be a PL norm on G”. Then II III, is a PL nom on 
H". 
Proof. For notational convenience let f : G" + G be the PL map with 
f(x) = llxll for x E G”. If f is APL, then by definition 9 can be selected to 
be a conic subdivision, and hence 1, is a conic subdivision; see Lemma 
5.9. As f(0) = 0, we have f,(O) = 0. Given any Jrepresentation {(B,, 0) : 
u E ._P}, we get a corresponding representation of fH which proves that f, 
is PL. Next, as the linear statements 
Vx((f(x)=O)-(x=0)), 
vx VY(f(X + Y) Gf(x>+f(Y)) 
are true over G, they remain true over H. It remains to show over H that 
(VA l G)(‘dx E G)(f(Ar) = Plf(x>). 
This statement is not linear, but we will establish its equivalence to a linear 
statement. Specifically, we consider the cases A = 0, A > 0, and A < 0 
separately. When A = 0, we trivially have f(Ox) = 101 f(x) = 0. Also, as f and 
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ff, are PL maps, we know that g(h(x) = hg(x) for A > 0 where g = f or 
g = f,,. Next, as the linear statement Vx(f(- X) = -f(x)> is true over G, it 
is true over H, implying that for each A < 0 and x E H”, f,(Ax) = 
f,,<- IAlx) = IAlf,(- x) = - IAlf&> = Af,,h). n 
LEMMA 5.15. Letf:G” + G” he a PA map, let 11 11 be a PL norm on G”, 
and let r be a semicell. Then: 
(a) f is nonexpansive on r with respect to II II if and only ijff” is 
nonexpansive on rH with respect to II II!,. 
(b) fis coercive on T with respect to II )I ifund only $f,, is coercive on 
7H with respect to II 11”. 
Proof. The map f is nonexpansive on T with respect to II II if and only 
if the following linear statement is true over G: 
As this statement is true over G if and only if it is true over H, the result 
follows. Also, f, is nonexpansive on T,, with respect to 11 IIH if and only if 
this statement is true over H. The conclusion of (a) now follows from 
Proposition 4.1. Finally, (b) follows from similar arguments applied to the 
linear sentence t/o 3p(((llxll > p)A(x E 7)) + (Ilf(x)ll > a)). n 
We note that Lemmas 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, and 5.15 can be modified to cover 
the local version of the properties; the arguments will require corresponding 
modifications of the linear statements. 
By now perhaps the reader has been deluded into believing that any 
statement over G remains true over H, but we note, for a second example, 
that if the eigenvalues in G of a matrix are bounded by 1, the eigenvalues in 
H of the matrix may not be bounded by 1. For example, the matrix 
0 1 ( 1 2 0 
has no eigenvalues over the rationals, but two eigenvalues with absolute 
value exceeding 1 over the reals. 
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6. RELATIONSHIP OF UNIVALENCE, OPENNESS, ONTO, AND 
ORIENTED DERIVATIVES 
In this section our focus is on the relationship of univalence, openness, 
being onto, and having oriented derivatives for PA maps; in the next section 
the focus is on nonexpansiveness and eigenvalue properties. Perhaps our 
main contribution here is the equivalence of openness and oriented deriva- 
tives on open PA connected sets. 
The main relationships of properties of PA maps on a set S considered in 
this section are summarized in Figure 1; the required conditions on S for the 
various implications and the location of the results are indicated. 
We start by relating the assertions that a PA map is univalent, is open, or 
has oriented derivatives on a set to the local versions of these properties. 
LE~~MA 6.1. Let f: G” -+ G” be u PA map, and let S be an open subset of 
G”. Then 
(a) if f is univalent on S, then f univalent locally on S; 
(b) if f is open on S, then is open 
has derivatives 
on 
Proof. conclusion the follows from fact 
when is S a of point in W 
next shows the of (b) Lemma holds 
when set is open. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let f: G” + G” be a PA map and let S be a subset of G”. If 
f is open locally on S, then f is open on S. 
Proof. Assume f is open locally on S. For every x in S, f is open on a 
neighborhood of x, assuring that f is open on {x}. Thus f is open on S. n 
Under additional conditions we obtain converses of (a> and cc> of Lemma 
6.1. For (c) we use Lemma 2.6. The converse of (a) will be established in 
Lemma 6.12 and Theorems 6.13-6.15. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let f : G” + G” be a PA map, and let S be a PA-connected 
subset of G”. If f has oriented derivatives locally on S, then f has oriented 
derivatives on S. 
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Proof. Let (Y,((B,, h,): cr E An)) be a representation off, and s and 
t be any two points of S where f has a derivative. As S is PA connected, 
there are points s = xi,. [xi, L S. By possibly 
points sequence may that for 1,. . . , k - 1, [xi, xi+‘] is 
contained in a single cell in 9, say a,. This construction is possible because 
for each i=l,...,k-1 and (TEE” for which un[x’,x’+‘]#0, the 
minimum and maximum elements of the set {a : (1 - a>i + cxxif ’ E a) are 
well defined as corresponding ratios. As f has the oriented derivatives 
property locally at xi, Lemma 2.6 assures that the signs of det(B,) and 
det(B,+,) agree; therefore, by induction, the signs of det(B,,) and det(B,,) 
agree. As BVO and B,, are the derivatives off at s and respectively, and s 
and t were selected arbitrarily, our conclusion follows. n 
We next relate oriented derivatives locally to coerciveness. 
LE‘MMA 6.4. Let f : G” -+ G” be a PA map, and let S be a subset of G”. lf 
f has oriented derivatives locally on S, then f is coercive on S with respect to 
II IICC. 
Proof. Let (9, {(B,, b,): (T E Yn}) be a representation of f. If f has 
oriented derivatives locally on S, then det(B,) + 0 for each cell CT E 2” 
with nonempty intersection with S; see Lemma 2.6. It now follows from 
Lemma 2.7 that f is coercive on S with respect to 11 II_. n 
The next two lemmas show that one can deduce properties of a PA map 
on one set from the fact that the properties hold on another set. Recall that, 
for a family k of subsets of G”, the set U(ri(a):u E./Z} is denoted 
U ri(&). 
LE.M~LA 6.5. Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, let f :G” -+ G” be an &PA 
map, let k be a nonnegative integer for which Yk ~0, and let p E (k, , n}. 
Then 
(a) if f is univalent locally on IJ ri(Yk), then f is univalent locally on 
U ri(Jp), 
(b) i,ff. p 1 11 zs o en oca y on U ri(Yk), then f is open locally on U ri(S”), 
and 
(c) $f has oriented derivatives locally on IJ ri(Yk), then f has oriented 
derivatives locally on IJ ri(9”). 
Proof. In this proof, by “the property” of f we refer to “univalence,” 
“openness,” or “having oriented derivatives.” Assume that f has the prop- 
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erty locally on tJ ri(Yk), and let y E tJ ri(9”). The y E ri(p> for some set 
p E 9”. As Yk # 4, Lemma 2.2 assures that p has a k-face, say r, and as 
k > 0, we have that 7 st 4. Let x E ri(r). In particular, x E r G p, and 
therefore, by Lemma 2.4, {(T E .Y: y E a} ~{a E 9: x E a}. Now, as f has 
the property locally on tJ ri(Yk), f has the property locally at X, and 
therefore, by Theorem 3.1, f has the property locally on lJ (ri(o> : u E 9, 
x E a} 2 b-i(a): u E 9, y E 9). It now follows from a second application of 
Theorem 3.1 that f has the property locally at y. So f has the property 
locally on lJ {ii(a): ff E Yp). n 
LEMMA 6.6. Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, let f: G” + G” be an 2PA 
map, and let k E {O,l,. . . , n - 1) fw which Yk ~0. If f has oriented deriva- 
tives locally on IJ ri(Yk>, then f has oriented derivatives. 
Proof. Assume that f has oriented derivatives locally on S = lJ(ri(sk). 
Let ((II,, b,): u E 9”) be the /representation of f, and let r : 1’ + 
( - IO, 1) be defined by 
i 
-1 if det(B,)<O, 
7r(o)= O if det( B,) = 0, 
1 if det( B,) > 0. 
Let r and u be two distinct cells in 9” which share a common facet, say 
p. As n >, 1, p #0. Hence, as Yk #0 and k 2 0, we have from Lemma 2.2 
that p has a nonempty face in lk, say n. In particular, ri(n)f0. Let 
y E ri(n). Then y E S and, by assumption, f has oriented derivatives locally 
at y, implying that rr(a) = ~(7) # 0; see Lemma 2.6. It now follows from 
Lemma 2.1 that r( .) is nonzero and constant over 9”, implying that f has 
oriented derivatives. n 
We note that the conclusion of Lemma 6.6 does not hold for k = n; e.g., 
consider f : G + G defined by f(x) = 1 r I. 
Our next theorem is an important representative of a class of results 
about relationships of properties of PA maps. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let f: G” + G” be a PL map. lf f has the oriented 
derivatives property on a coercive set, then f is onto. 
Proof. A constructive proof over the reals using Katzenelson’s (1965) 
algorithm is the focus of Chien and Kuh (1976); for a perspective on the 
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algorithm see Eaves (1976). The fact that such a proof remains valid in any 
ordered field is discussed in Eaves and Rothblum (1988, Appendix A). n 
For the reals another proof of the above result can be found in Ortega 
and Rheinbolt (1970, p. 1341, f or example. Given the results in the reals, a 
proof for a general ordered field is available using Proposition 4.2; see the 
proof of Theorem 6.14. The direct proof found in Eaves and Rothblum [1988, 
Appendix A] has the advantage of being constructive. 
We next develop a sequence of lemmas aimed towards the establishment 
of the equivalence of oriented derivatives and openness. As in Rheinbolt and 
Vandergraft (1975), we begin our analysis with the examination of a PA map 
at points which lie in only two pieces of linearity. The following lemma 
considers PL maps on G (PA maps on G will be considered in Lemma 6.12). 
LEMMA 6.8. Let f: G + G be a PL map. Then the following are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) f has oriented derivatives locally at 0, 
(a’) f has oriented derivatives, 
(b) f is open locally at zero, 
(b’) f is open, 
(c) f is univalent locally at zero, 
Cc’> f is univalent, 
cc”) f is univalent on G \ {O], and 
Cd) f<l>fC- 1) < 0. 
Proof. As f is PL, it coincides with its localization at zero. Hence 
Theorem 3.1 implies that (a) w (a’), (b) a (b’), and (c) 3 Cc’). We next show 
that (a’) w (d), that (d) * Cc’) * Cc”) 3 Cd), and that (b) e Cd). 
(a’> 0 Cd): For X, y > 0, f(y) = yftl) = xf(l) + (y - x)f(l) = f(r)+ 
(y - r If(l), implying that the derivative of f at any positive x exists and 
equals f(1). Similarly the derivative of f at any negative x exists and equals 
- f( - 1). Finally, if the derivative of f at the origin exists, then it equals 
f(l) = - f( - 1). So the set of derivatives of f is {f(l), - fC - l)), and the 
equivalence of (a’) and (d) follows. 
(d) =z. Cc’): Assume that (d) holds and that f(x) = f( y> for some x and y 
in G. We first argue that it is impossible to have that x and y are nonzero 
and have opposite signs. Indeed, if either x > 0 and y < 0 or if x < 0 and 
y > 0, then Ix]] y] f(l>f( - 1) = f(x)f( y) = [ f(r)]’ > 0, contradicting the as- 
sumption that f(l>f( - 1) < 0. N ow, if both x and y are nonnegative, then 
we have $0) = f(x) = f(y) = yf(l), implying that x = y [of course, (d) 
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assures that f(l) # O]. Similarly, if both x and y are nonpositive, then 
(- x>f< - 1) = f(x) = f(y) = (- y)f( - l), implying that x = y [again, (d) 
assures that f( - 1) # 01. 
(c’) * Cc”): This implication is trivial. 
(c”) a(d): Assume that Cc”) holds, i.e., f is univalent on G \ {O}. For 
N > 0, f(r) = Xf(l) and f(-x)=$-1). H ence, the univalence of f on 
G \ (0) implies that f(1) # f(O) = 0 and f( - 1) # f(0) = 0. So f(l>f( - 1) # 0. 
We will next show that f(l)f( - 1) < 0. Assume that f(l>f( - 1) > 0; then 
j-c - 1)/f(l) > 0 and f[f< - l)/f(l>l = [f< - l)/f(l)lf(l) = fC - 11, contra- 
dicting the univalence of f on G \ (O}. 
01’) = Cd): Assume that (h’) holds. As (- 1,1) is a neighborhood of the 
origin, we conclude that f(( - 1, 1)) = {f(t): - 1 < t < 1) is a neighborhood of 
f(0) = 0. In particular, for some t,, t, E G we have f(t,) > 0 and f(t,) < 0. 
As f(O) = 0 and as t, and t, arc nonzero, the positive homogeneity of f 
assures that 0 > f(t,)f(t,) = It,1 It,lf(t, / It,I)f(t, / ItPI). It follows that 
t, / It,) # t, / I t,l, implying that t ,t, < 0, and the above inequality asserts 
that 0 > It,1 It,lf(l)f( - 1). So (d) follows. 
(d) 3 (b’): Assume that (d) holds, i.e., f(l>f( - 1) < 0; let y E G, and let S 
be a neighborhood of y. First assume that y + 0. Then for some 0 < F < (~1, 
N,(y) L S, implying that f(S) 2 f(N,(y)) ~{f(t>: y - F < t < y + E). Hence, 
if y > 0 we conclude that f(S) 2 NE,fC,j, (f(y)>, and if y < 0 we conclude that 
f(S) 2 N+-_l,,j(y)). As Cd) assures. that both f(l) and f< - 1) are nonzero, 
we have in either case that f(S) ‘. IS a neighborhood of f(y). Finally, assume 
that y = 0. Then for some E > 0, NF(O> c S and f(S) 2 f(N,(O)) = {,f(f(t): - E 
< t < 8) = (tf(l> : 0 < t < E} U (tfC- 1) : - E < t < 0). Let (Y = 
E min{lf(l)l, If( - l>l}; then f(S) z( - (Y, a>, assuring that f(S) is a neighbor- 
hood of j-(0> = 0. n 
LEhlVA 6.9. Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, let f :G” + G” be ./PA, 
and let x E LJ ri(S”-‘1. Then the following are eyuivalent: 
(a) f has oriented derivatives locally at x, 
(b) f is open locally at x, and 
Cc) f is univalent locally at x. 
Further, let ((B,, b,): u E S”) be the Jrepresentation off, and let p and 
77 be the two cells of 9” that contain x. Then the above conditions are also 
equivalent to each of the follou,ing: 
Cd) det[ tB, + (1 - t)B,] + 0 for 0 < t < 1, and 
(e) f is univalent on ri(p)Uri(q). 
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ProoJ By Theorem 3.1, (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent, respectively, to 
Jf, being univalent, being open, and having oriented derivatives. As x E 
IJ ri(Y”-l), we have that dim(lineal(4)) = n - 1, and therefore, by Theo- 
rem 3.2, there exists an (n - l>X(n - 1) matrix C and PL functions g : G + 
G”-’ and h : G -+ G such that f, is univalent, is open, or has oriented 
derivatives if and only if C is nonsingular and, respectively, h is univalent, is 
open, or has oriented derivatives. The equivalence of (a)-(c) now follows 
immediately from Lemma 6.8. 
We next establish the equivalence of (a) and (d) and the equivalence of 
(c) and (e). As p and 17 are the only cells of 9” that contain X, 4” 
contains exactly two cells and the d-representation of f, is {(B,,O),(B,,O)}. 
Further, as x E lJ ri(.Y-l), we have that dim(lineal(4)) = n - 1. Consider 
the (orthogonal) n x n matrices U and V, the conic subdivision 7 of G, the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix C, and the PL functions g : G + G”- ’ and h : G -+ G 
that were constructed in Theorem 3.2 with respect to the conic subdivision 
4 and the d-PL map f,. In particular, Y’ = ((U-lp),,(U-ln)n}, and the 
Srepresentation of h is ((V,,B,U”, O), (V,B,U”, 0)). 
We next argue that (a) e (d). By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, (a) is equivalent 
to the assertion that C is nonsingular and that h has oriented derivatives, 
i.e., det(C)# 0 and (V,,B,U”)(V,B,U”)> 0. Further, by the mean value 
theorem for affine functions on G we have that (V,,B,U”)(V,,B,U”) > 0 if 
and only if 
W,,B,U” + (1- t)V,,B,U” =+ 0 for all 0 < t < 1. (6.1) 
We next observe from (3.1) that for each t E G 
c 
tVB,U+(l-t)VB,U= 
tV,B,U” + (1- t)V,B,cJ” 
! 
0 tV,,B,U”+(l-t)V,B,U” ’ 
where CY = (1,. . , n - 11, and therefore 
=det(C)[tVnB,U”+(l-t)V,,B,U”]. 
As V and U are nonsingular, we conclude that condition (d) holds if and only 
if C is nonsingular and (6.1) is satisfied. As the latter was shown to be 
equivalent to (a), we have established that (a> e (d). 
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We finally show that (c)w(e). First assume that (c) holds. Then, by 
Theorem 3.1, f is univalent on IJ {a : u E 9, x E a) 1 ri(p) U ri(n), implying 
(e). Next assume that (e) holds, i.e., f is univalent on ri(p)Uri(n), and we 
will show that f is univalent locally at x. We first argue that f, is univalent 
on tJ ri(d”>. This fact is immediate from the observation that if y E 
tJ ri(x”), then for sufficiently small positive 8, x + By E ri(p)Uri(q); see 
Lemma 2.9. Hence, if f,(y’)= f,(y”) for y’ and y2 in tJ ri(x”), then for 
sufficiently small positive 8, B-‘[f(x +~y’)-f(x)]=~X(yl)=fX(y’)= 
e-l[f(x + ey2)-f(x)] and x + 8y’ and x + 8y” are in ri(p)Uri(n). As f is 
univalent on ri(p)Uri(q), we conclude that x + 8y’ = x + 8 yp for such 8, 
implying that y1 = y2, We next observe from the construction in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 that 
if y E U ri( Y’) then 
Thus, the univalence of f, on lJ ri(x”) immediately implies that h is 
univalent on tJ ri(Y’). As Y” = UP’.<“-’ #0 (see Theorem 3.2) we have 
that tJ ri(Y1) = G \ (0}, and we conclude from Lemma 6.8 that h is 
univalent. Hence by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, f, IS univalent and f is univalent 
locally at x, completing our proof. n 
The convex combination of matrices in part (d) of Lemma 6.9 is reminis- 
cent of a result in Kojima and Saigal (1979a, b). We note that the proof of the 
ecmivalence of (a) and (d) in Lemma 6.9 shows that the function det[tB, + 
(1 - t)~,] is affine on t E [0, l] even when the equivalent conditions (a)-(e) 
do not hold. 
We next extend part of the conclusions of Lemma 6.9 to points which are 
not necessarily in the relative interiors of facets of the underlying subdivi- 
sion. 
THEOREM 6.10. Let f: G” -+ G” be u PA map, and let x be a point in G”. 
Then the following are equiaalent: 
(a) f has oriented derivatives locally at x, and 
(b) f is open locally at x. 
Moreover, the above equivalent conditions hold $: 
(c) f is univalent locally at 31. 
Proof. Let (S,{(B,,b,):a ~9”) b e a representation of f. In particu- 
lar, (4, {(B,, 0): cr E 4”)) will be a representation of f,. 
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(a) d (b): Assume that (a) holds. By Lemma 2.4, for some E > 0, N,(X) CZ 
IJ{ri(a):aE.Y, x~a)~ IJ{~E/” :x~a), and for yens, (a= 
9: y E a} C((T E 9: x E a}. We observe that (a) implies that for each 
I+ E 9 containing X, B, is nonsingular (see Lemma 2.6); hence, M E 
maxill(‘II, : (+ E 9”, x E a} is positive. 
We will next show that f is open on N,(X). Let y E N,(x), and let T be a 
neighborhood of y. Then for some E’ > 0, N,.(y) E T; in fact, we may assume 
that N,.(y) c IJ{ri(a) : (+ E 9, y E a); see Lemma 2.4. We will next show 
that for 6 = M-l&‘, N,(f(y))~ f(T). Let v E N&(y)). As y E N,(r), {a E 
9 : y E 9) c (a E 9 : x E a), and therefore condition (a) and two applica- 
tions of Lemma 2.6 show that f has oriented derivatives locally at y. So, by 
Theorem 3.1, fl has oriented derivatives, and by Theorem 6.7, f, is onto. It 
follows that for some a E G”, fY(a) = v - f(y). As fY is d-PL with d-rep- 
resentation {(B,,O): u E x”}, we have that for some o E 9” containing X, 
fY(,(a) = B,a. Hence 
llnllm~II(B~)-1Ilmll~~(a)ll;a~~I~v-f(y)~lm<M6=~‘. (6.2) 
In particular, y + a E N,(y) c iJ {ri(a): (T E 9, y E a), implying that f!,(u) 
= f(y + a>- f(y). Th us, v=f,(u)+f(y)=f(y+u).As y+u~N,.(y), we 
conclude that v E f(N,,(y)) c f(T). So, indeed, N,(f(y)) c f(T). 
(c) -(a): By Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that if f, is univalent then 
f, has oriented derivatives. The case where xn-’ =0 (in which case f, is 
affine on G”) is straightforward. So assume that xn-i #0 and that f, is 
univalent. Then f, is univalent locally (see Lemma 6.1) and Lemma 6.9 
implies that f, has oriented derivatives locally on I_l ri(d”-‘). As dnpl f 
0, it now follows from Lemma 6.6 that f, has oriented derivatives. 
(b)*(a): This implication follows from the arguments used to establish 
(c) * (a) with the word “univalent” replaced by “open.” n 
An example of Fujisawa and Kuh [1972, p. 3241 shows that condition (c) 
in Theorem 6.10 is not implied by the equivalent conditions (a) and (b). 
We are now ready to verify the equivalence of oriented derivatives and 
openness. 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let f: G” + G” be a PA map, and let S be a subset of 
G”. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) f has oriented derivatives locally on S, and 
(b) f is open locally on S. 
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Moreover, the above equivalent conditions hold if: 
Cc> f is univalent locally on S. 
Proof. The conclusions of our corollary follow from the corresponding 
implications in Theorem 6.10 applied to each point of S. n 
We note that Schramm (1980) observed that if a PA map f has oriented 
derivatives (everywhere), then f is open (everywhere). This observation is 
captured by the implication (a) 3 (b) with S = G” in Corollary 6.11. 
Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9 give conditions under which assertion (c) of Corol- 
lary 6.11 is equivalent to assertions (a> and (1,). We next extend the 
applicability of Lemma 6.8 from PL maps on G to PA maps. 
LEMYA 6.12. Let f: G + G he a PA map. Then the following are eyuiva- 
lent: 
(a) f has oriented dem’vatives locally, 
(a’> f has oriented derivatives, 
6) f is open locally, 
(b’) f is open, 
Cc) f is univalent locally, and 
(12’) f is univalent. 
Proof. Corollary 6.11 and Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 show that (a) e 
(b)=(c) = (c’), (a) e (a’), and (b) a (b’). So it remains to show that (a’) * cc’>. 
Assume that f has oriented derivatives. Without loss of generality assume 
that det( B,) > 0 for each u E 9’, else consider - f. Let X, y E G where 
x< y. Then there exist x”,...,x~ in G with x0=x, xk= y, and x”<x’< 
... <.rk such that for i=O,...,k-1, [xi,rifl ] is contained in a single cell 
of 9’, say ui (see the proof of Lemma 2.1). So for i = 0,. . . , k - 1 we have 
f(x”‘)- f(xi, = B,$x’+’ - xi> > 0, implying that f(x) = f(x”> < f(x’) < 
... < f(x”>= f(y). Now, if n-,y EG, where x f y, then f(x)< f(y) if 
x < y, and f(x)> f(y) if x > y. In either case f(x)+ f(y), establishing that 
f is univalent. n 
Lemma 6.17, below, shows that the equivalent conditions of Lemma 6.12 
are also equivalent to the assertion that f is univalent on lJri(S’) where .Y 
is any subdivision of G for which f is &PA; see condition (c”) of Lemma 
6.8. 
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We are now ready to establish converses of part (a) of Lemma 6.1, 
namely to determine conditions that assure that univalence locally implies 
univalence. The following three theorems establish this task under assump- 
tions on the structure of the underlying subdivision. In particular, the ridges 
of the subdivision turn out to play a very special role. The development relies 
on recent work of Kuhn and Lowen (1987) who consider the case where 
G = R. These results are important and surprising, as they unify previous 
work on the relationships between univalence, univalence locally, oriented 
derivatives, and the linear complementarity problem; see Murty (1972) and 
Samelson, Thrall, and Wesler (1958). 
THEOREM 6.13. Let 9 be a subdivision of G” which has at least one 
facet but has no ridge, and let f : G” + G” be an ./PA map. Then f is 
univalent locally on U ri(Yn-‘) if and only if f is univalent. 
Proof. The “if’ assertion of our theorem is trivial. Nest assume that f is 
univalent locally on S = IJ ri(Y- ‘). Then Corollary 6.11 implies that f has 
oriented derivatives locally on S, and therefore, by the assumption that 
9”- ’ ~0, Lemma 6.6 implies that f has oriented derivatives. Next observe 
that as 9 has no ridges, dim(lineal(9)) > n - 1, and as 9 # (G”, 0}, we 
actually have that dim(lineal( .Y)) = n - 1 (Lemma 2.2). Now, by the factor- 
ization of a PA map along its lineality given in Theorem 3.2, there exists a PL 
map h : G -+ G and an (n - 1) X (n - 1) matrix C such that f has oriented 
derivatives and/or is univalent if and only if h has oriented derivatives 
and/or is univalent, and in addition C is nonsingular. As f has oriented 
derivatives, so does h and, in addition C is nonsingular. Hence, Lemma 6.12 
assures that h is univalent, implying that f is univalent. n 
THEOREM 6.14. Let n > 2, let 9 be a subdivision of G” which has at 
least one ridge, and let f: G” -+ G” be an &PA mup. Then f is univalent 
locally on IJri(Sn-‘) if and only iff is univalent. 
Proof. The “if’ assertion of our theorem is trivial. Next, the “only if’ 
part for the case G = R is basically proved in Kuhn and Lijwen (1987, 
Theorem 6.5). Specifically, their result shows that, with G = R, if f, is 
univalent for every r E tJ{ri(a):a E Y-‘), if f has oriented derivatives 
locally, and if f is coercive with respect to 11 Ilm, then f is univalent. We will 
next demonstrate that these three conditions are implied by the assumption 
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that f is univalent locally on S = tJ{ri(a : u E .Yne2). Assume that f is 
univalent locally on S. Then Theorem 3.1 implies that for every x E S, f, is 
univalent. Also, from Corollary 6.11, f has oriented derivatives locally on S. 
As /“-a 20 and n -2 > 0, Lemma 6.6 then implies that f has oriented 
derivatives locally. Finally, by Lemma 6.4, f is coercive with respect to 11 Ilm. 
So, indeed, f satisfied the three assertions which were shown to imply 
univalence by Kuhn and Lijwen (1987). 
We have seen that for G = R the statement 
YYvf(((S has a ridge) A (f is univalent locally on the 
relative interior of each ridge)) -+ (f is univalent)) (6.3) 
holds, where 9 denotes a subdivision of G” and where f denotes an &PA 
map. We will show that this statement is true over an arbitrary ordered field 
by applying the transfer principle of Proposition 4.2. To accomplish this plan 
we translate the above statement into a countable set of (linear) sentences 
that use the representations of 9 and f. Specifically, for positive integers 
k,m,,...,mk we consider subdivisions 9 where Y” has k cells and 
representation {(m,, A,, a,>: u E J”) with (m, : u E 9”} = {ml,. . . , mk}. 
For each such subdivision, corresponding representation, and ./PA map f 
with representation (Y,((B,, b,): u E J”)) we next show that the state- 
ments “9 has a ridge,” “f '. ISunivalent locally on the relative interior of 
each ridge,” and “f is univalent” correspond to linear sentences where the 
elements for A,, a,, B, and b,, u E /” are viewed as constants. First note 
that 9 has a ridge if and only if the sentence 
91: v v 3x((A,x=a,)~(A ,X < a,) A (rank( A,,) = 2)) 
G- E .J” a c ( ?,I ~ ) 
is true over G, where (m,) = (1,. . . , m,}. This is a linear sentence where the 
elements of A, and u,,u E 9” are viewed as constants. Next, f(x) = f(y) 
for vectors x and y in G” if and only if 
A (((A,x~u,)A(A.y~u,))~(~,x+b,=~,x+b,)) 
(r E .Y” 
7 E .P 
is true over G, and the assertion that f is univalent locally on the relative 
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interior of each ridge holds if and only if the sentence 
V (rank( A,,) = 2))) 
is true over G. This is a linear sentence where the elements of A,, a,, B,, 
and b,, u E A”, are viewed as constants; see the proof of Lemma 5.13. 
Finally, f is univalent if and only if the sentence 
(P3:~~~YKfw =f(Y)) -+(x = Y>> 
is true over G, and this sentence is linear as well. 
So (6.9) holds if and only if for every finite set C having k elements and 
set of positive integers {m, : u E IZ}, the statement 
VA,, a,, B,, b,Mm,, A,, a,):~ E s} is a representa- 
tion of a subdivision .Y)r\(((B,, b,): o E Cl is the 
Jlrepresentation of an JPA map f> A ((cP~ A CPZ) + (PSI) 
is true over G, where A,, a,, B,, b, are m, X n, m, X 1, n X n, and n X 1 
matrices of variables, respectively. We next observe that the statements that 
{(m,, A,, a,): c E C) is a representation of a subdivision and that 
((B,, b,): u E S} is a representation of a corresponding PA map are linear 
where the elements of A,, up, B,, b,, CT E Z, are viewed as constants; see 
Lemmas 5.8 and 5.10. We conclude that the statement in (6.3) is equivalent 
to the assertion that a countable set of universal linear sentences are true 
over G. Since we know that they are true over R, we conclude from 
Proposition 4.2 that they are true over G. n 
The example in Fujisawa and Kuh [1972, p. 3241 shows that a PA map on 
R” can be univalent locally on R”\(O), b u not univalent. In this example, t 
{0) is a ridge of the corresponding subdivision, f is not univalent locally on 
lJ{ri(a): (+ E Jn-s} = {O), and indeed Theorem 6.14 does not apply. 
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Theorems 6.13 and 6.14 combine to show that univalence locally implies 
univalence; see Eaves and Rothblum [1990, Section 41. 
THEOREM 6.15. Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, and let f :G” + G” be 
&PA. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) f is univalent, 
(b) f is univalent locally, and 
(c) for some integer p with dim(lineal(9)) < p < max{n - 
2, dim(lineal(~)>}, f is univalent locally on lJri(Y”). 
Proof. The implication (a) -(b)*(c) is trivial. So assume that (c) 
holds, and we will establish (a). As p > dim(lineal(4)), we have that 
9” +0 (see Lemma 2.21, and therefore, as p > 0, Lemma 6.5 implies that f 
is univalent locally on IJ ri(9”‘) for m = max(n - 2, dim(lineal(J))}. We 
establish (a) by considering three cases. First, if dim(lineal(9)) = n, then 
J’ = (G”), 9” =0 for k < n (see Lemma 2.21, and m = n. In particular, 
we have that f is univalent locally on tJri(Yr’) = G”, and Theorem 6.13 
implies that f is univalent. Next, if dim(lineal(9)) = n - 1, then Jn-’ =0, 
2’l-l +0 (see Lemma 2.21, and m = n - 1. In particular, f is univalent 
locally on IJ ri(Yn- ‘), and Theorem 6.13 implies that f is univalent. 
Finally, assmne that dim(lineal(9)) < n - 2. Then Yn-’ #0 (see Lemma 
2.2) and m = n -2. In particular, as dim(lineal(9)) 2 0 we have that n > 2 
and f is univalent locally on IJ ri(Y”‘) = U ri(Yn-‘). It now follows from 
Theorem 6.14 that f is univalent. We have established that f is univalent in 
all three cases, so (a) holds. n 
We observe that Lemma 6.5 shows that if f is univalent locally on 
lJri(4”) for k = p, then it is local univalent on such sets for k > p. 
Theorem 6.15 implies that one can also make the reverse deduction, i.e., local 
univalence for one k implies that the same conclusion holds for smaller k. 
Figure 1 can be used to derive implications of properties of PA maps that 
are not listed explicitly in this paper. For example, Lemma 6.1, Corollary 
6.11, and Lemma 6.3 combine to show that a PA map which is univalent has 
oriented derivatives. Lemma 6.12 shows that the reverse implication holds 
when n = 1. But the example of Fujisawa and Kuh [1972, p. 3241 shows that 
for n > 2 a PA map may have oriented derivatives and not be univalent. The 
next result determines conditions on the underlying subdivision under which 
oriented derivatives imply univalence. The development follows Kuhn and 
Lijwen (1987). 
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THEOREM 6.16. Let 9 he a subdivision of G” such that each ridge of 9 
lies in at most four cells of J”, and let f: G” -+ G” be an &PA having 
oriented derivatives. Then f is unicalent. 
Proof. We establish the assertion by considering three cases. 
Case I (9 has no ridge). If Sn-’ =0, then 9 = {G”,0} and f is 
linear. So the conclusion of our theorem is immediate. Next, assume that 
Yn-’ 20. As f has oriented derivatives, it has oriented derivatives locally 
on S = lJ{ri(U):o E Yn-l) (see L emma 6.1), and therefore, by Lemma 6.9, 
f is univalent locally on S. As /“-l #0, we conclude from Theorem 6.13 
that f is univalent. 
Case II (n = 2, 9 is a conic subdivision, and f is PL). The conclusion 
of our theorem in this case has been established for G = R in Schramm 
[1980, p. 5171. The idea of that proof is that the sum of the angles of the cells 
in .Y” is 2~~ and the sum of the angles of the f(a)‘s when (T ranges over 
9” is less than 47~; thus, there are not enough cells to map around the 
origin more than once. The fact that the result transfers to an arbitrary 
ordered field can next be established by applying Proposition 4.2; see the 
proof of Theorem 6.14. 
Case III (9 has a ridge). If n = 1, Lemma 6.12 assures that f is 
univalent. So assume that n > 2. By Theorem 6.14 it suffices to show that for 
each x E lJ{ri(a): u E /‘-’ ), f is univalent locally at x, or equivalently 
(by Theorem 3.1), f, is univalent. So let p E Mn-’ and x E ri(p). Then 
x E T for T E 9 if and only if T 1 p (see Lemma 2.3). As p is contained in at 
most four cells of Y”, 4” contains at most four cells. Also, as 3~ E ri(p), we 
have that lineal(x) = tng(p) and therefore dim(lineal(&) = n - 2. Also, as 
f has oriented derivatives, it has oriented derivatives locally (Lemma 6.1), 
and therefore f, has oriented derivatives, (Theorem 3.1). So 4” contains at 
most four cells, dim(lineal(.YJ) = n -2, and f, has oriented derivatives. 
Now, Theorem 3.2 shows the existence of a conic subdivision F of G”, a 
SPL map h:G’+G”, and a 2 X2 matrix C such that the number of 
elements of .F’ equals that of 9” (that is, at most four), h has oriented 
derivatives, and C is nonsingular. It now follows from the established case II 
that h is univalent, and therefore, again from Theorem 3.2, we have that f, 
is univalent. So, for each x E tJ{ri(a>: u E .?-a}, f, is univalent, as 
required. n 
Kojima and Saigal (1980, p. 107) show that if 9 is a subdivision of G” 
having the property that every pair of cells of Y” that have nonempty 
intersection share a common facet, then every APA map having oriented 
derivatives must be univalent. The following arguments shows that when 
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n > 2, the above assumption on 9 implies that each ridge of 9 lies in at 
most three cells of /“-a stronger assertion on 9 than the one used in 
Theorem 6.16. Let p be a ridge of 9; we will show that p lies in at most 
three cells of 9”. As n > 2, ridges are nonempty, and therefore there exists 
some r E ri(p). By Lemma 2.2, a cell u E 9 contains x if and only if u 
includes p. Hence, the number of cells of 4” equals the number of cells of 
9” that include p, and we will show that this number is at most three. We 
observe that the property that full cells that have a nonempty intersection 
must share a common facet is inherited by 4. Also, as lineal(d) = trig(p))) 
we have that dim(lineal(/J) = n -2. Now consider the subdivision Y 
constructed from J: by factoring out the lineality as done in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. Then Y is a subdivision of G” and has the property that if two 
full cells intersect, they must share a common facet. But in G” this property 
trivially implies that Y has only three full cells, implying that 4 does also. 
Schramm (1980, p. 519) shows that if for each x the normals of (afffa): (T 
E /-l, r E a) are linearly independent, then oriented derivatives imply 
univalence off. Using an argument as above for the Kojima-Saigal condition, 
we see that the Schramm condition implies that ridges can lie in no more 
than four cells. Clearly the Schramm condition need only hold for x E 
lJriV=“). 
The next lemma is in the spirit of Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6, as it asserts that 
one can deduce that a property of a PA map holds on one set from the 
assumption that the property holds on another set. Here univalence is 
considered. 
LEMMA 6.17. Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, and f: G” -+ G” an &PA 
map which is univalent on LJ ri( J”). Then f is univalent. 
Proof. Let {(II,, b,): u E Yn} be the J-representation of f. As S E 
(Jri(/‘) is an open set on which f is univalent, we have that f is univalent 
locally on S (Lemma 6.1). hence, by Corollary 6.11, f has oriented deriva- 
tives locally on S. In particular, we conclude that each B, is nonsingular, 
immediately implying that 
dim( f( 7)) = dim(r) for each T E 9. (6.4) 
Further, it follows from Lemma 6.9 and the univalence off on 9 that f is 
univalent locally on IJ ri(gn- ‘>; hence, f has oriented derivatives locally on 
IJ I$/“-~) (Corollary 6.11); hence, f has oriented derivatives (Lemma 6.6); 
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hence, f has oriented derivatives locally (Lemma 6.1); hence, f is open 
locally (Corollary 6.11); hence, f is open (Lemma 6.2). 
Now suppose that f is not univalent and that f(u’> = f(u”> for some 
distinct vectors u1 and u’. Let d = f(u’) = f(u’). As u1 and u2 are distinct, 
N,(u’)n N,(u’) =0 for some E > 0. Now, as f is open, we conclude that for 
some 6 > 0, f(N,(u’)) z(N,(d)) and f(N,(u2)) z(N,(d)). Thus, for j = 1,2, 
(6.5) 
By (6.4), for each r E 9, 
dim{f(NE(uj)nri(r)))~dim{f(r)}=dim(r). (6.6) 
As N,(d) is a convex set of dimension n, it cannot be covered by finitely 
many convex sets of dimension n - 1 or less; see Lemma A.3 of Appendix A. 
We conclude from (6.5) and (6.6) that some y E N,(d) is in 
.f(N (Uj>nri(r)) for both j = 1 and j = 2, i.e., for some u1 E N,(u’) 
K .kEa<d V”E N (u2)n S f(~‘) = f(u”>. As N (u’)n N (u2) =0 
that u1 # v2. So ie have a contradiction to the t&valence&off on S. 
we have 
n 
We note that the set tJri(Y’> on which f is assumed to be univalent in 
Theorem 6.17 cannot be replaced by a set tJ ri(sk> for k < n. For example, 
consider the function f : G + G defined by f(x) = IX 1. 
Lemma 6.17 allows us to modify one of the characterizations of univa- 
lence locally at a point obtained in Theorem 3.1, thereby extending the 
equivalence of condition (a) and (e) of Lemma 6.9 to points that are not in 
Uri(s”-l). 
COROLLARY 6.18. Let 9 be a subdivision of G”, let f :G” + G” be an 
S-PA map, and let x E G”. Then f is univalent locally at x af and only $f is 
univalent on U (ri(a): cr E 9”, 1c E a}. 
Proof. We first observe that if f is univalent locally at X, then Theorem 
3.1 implies that f is univalent on tJ {a : u E 9, x E a} 2 IJ {ri(a): CT E 9”, 
x E a). Next assume that f is univalent on tJ{ri(a): u E 9, x E a}. Then 
the arguments used in the proof of the equivalence of (a) and (e) in Lemma 
6.9 assure that the localization f, off at x is univalent on tJri(x”). Hence, 
by Lemma 6.17, f, is univalent, implying that f is univalent locally at XX; see 
Theorem 3.1. n 
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7. RELATIONSHIP OF NONEXPANSIVENESS, DERIVATIVE 
EIGENVALUES, AND UNIVALENCE 
In this section we continue our examination of relationships of properties 
of PA maps over ordered fields. Specifically, we examine nonexpansiveness, 
derivative nonexpansiveness, the derivative eigenvalue property, the deriva- 
tive complex eigenvalue property, and univalence for PA maps whose range 
and domain are G”. The main relationships we establish in this section are 
summarized in Figure 2, where we state the main conditions for each 
implication and the exact locations where the results are derived. Additional 
relationships which we do not prove formally are stated in Figure 3. These 
latter results follow from arguments used to establish the corresponding 
relationships of Figure 2. 
Throughout this section let 11 1) b e a iven PL norm on G”. In particular, g;’ 
nonexpansiveness and strict nonexpansiveness will always be with respect to 
FIG. 3. Relationships of properties of a PL map f on a set S 
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We start be relating local versions of these properties. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let f : G n + G n be a PA map, and let S be an open subset of 
G”. Then: 
(a) if f is strictly nonexpansive on S, then f is strictly nonexpansive locally 
on S, 
(b) $fhas the strict d erivative nonexpansiveness property on S, then f has 
this property locally on S, 
(c) iff has the strict d erivative complex eigenvalue property on S, then f 
has this property locally on S, and 
(d) iff has the strict d erivative eigenvalue property on S, then f has this 
property locally on S. 
Further, the converses of the implications asserted in parts (b), (cl, and (d) 
hold without the assumption that S is open. 
Proof. The implication (a)-(d) follow from the arguments proving 
Lemma 6.1. The reverse implications of (b)-(d) follow from the arguments 
proving Lemma 6.2. n 
The converses of the implication asserted in part (a) of Lemma 7.1 need 
not hold without further restrictions. We next establish a modified converse. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let f: G” + G” be a PA map, and let S be a convex subset 
of G”. If f has the strict derivative nonexpansiveness property locally on S, 
then f is strictly nonexpansive on S. 
Proof. Let (Y,{(B,, b,):a E Yn}) b e a representation of f. Assume 
that f has the strict derivative nonexpansiveness property locally on S. Then 
by Lemma 2.6, for each cell u in 9” that meets S, B, is a strictly 
nonexpansive matrix i.e., llB,zll < llzll for all x E G” and u E 9” having 
nonempty intersection with S. Thus, by Lemma 2.5, II f(x)- f(y)// < IIx - y(I 
for all distinct x and y in S, establishing the strict nonexpansiveness of 9 
on S. n 
We establish an equivalence between strict nonexpansiveness and the 
strict derivative nonexpansiveness property. 
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LEMMA 7.3. Let f:G” + G” be a PA map, and let S c G”. Then f is 
strictly nonexpansive locally on S if and only af f has the strict derivative 
nonexpansiveness property locally on S. In particular, iff is strictly nonexpan- 
sive locally on S and S is convex, then f is strictly nonexpansive on S. 
Proof. Let (.Y,{(B,, b,J:a E /“)I be a representation of f. Assume 
that f is strictly nonexpansive locally on S and that x E S. Then for some 
E > 0, f is strictly nonexpansive on N,(x); further, we may assume that 
N,(x) c tJ(a E 9: x E a} (see Lemma 2.4). Now, for each u E 9” con- 
taining x, int(a)n N,,,(x) #0 and we denote by y” an element in 
int(a) n N,,,(x). Further, for each such u and given nonzero z E G” there 
exists some (Y > 0 such that y” + (YZ E u n N,(x), implying that 
I4 IPAl = WA = IIf(Y”+ az) -f(Y”> II < lIyU+ az - y”ll= I4 11~11. 
So, for each u E 9” containing x, B, is strictly nonexpansive, implying 
that f has the strict derivative nonexpansive property on U {u E 4” : x E 
a) 2 N,(x). 
Next, assume that f has the strict derivative nonexpansiveness property 
locally on S and that x E S. Then for some E > 0, f has the strict derivative 
nonexpansiveness property on N,(x). As N,(x) is open, Lemma 7.1 implies 
that 9 has the strict derivative nonexpansiveness property locally on N,(x); 
hence, Lemma 7.2 and the convexity of N,(x) imply that 9 is strictly 
nonexpansive on N,(x). We conclude that 9 is strictly nonexpansive locally 
on S. n 
Before further examining derivatives of PA maps, we relate properties of 
a square matrix. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let B E Gnx”. Consider the following conditions: 
(a) B is strictly nonexpansive, 
(b) B has the strict complex eigenvalue property, 
(c) B has the strict eigenvalue property, and 
(d) det(Z - B) > 0. 
Then (a) * (b) =$ Cc). Further, if G is real closed then (c) * Cd). 
Proof. We first establish the implication (a) j (b) for the case where 
G = R. Assume that B is strictly nonexpansive. Define a function 111 111 : R” 
x R” + R by [11(x, y)III = sup,ll(cos fI>x +(sinB)yll for each pair (x, y) of 
vectors x and y in R”. Of course, continuity arguments assure that the sup 
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defining 111 111 is attained. Now, let (a,P) be a complex eigenvalue of B. 
Then for some u,v E R” that are not both zero, Bu = au - pv and Bv = pu 
+ au. Evidently, with r = ((u” + @‘)“a and cp = arctan(@/cw) one has ((.u, p) 
= (r(cos p), &in cp)). Now 
= r sip llcos( fI - ~0) u + sin( 8 - cp) v 11 
=r~~~~/(~0~8’)~+(sintY)v~~=r~~~(u,v)~~~. 
Further, as (u, v) # (0, O), the strict nonexpansiveness of B implies that 
where the strict inequality depends on the fact that the corresponding sup is 
attained. As /]I( u, v> 111 > 0 [because (u, v) # (0, O)], we conclude that r < 1, 
i.e., 0’ + p” < 1, establishing the strict complex eigenvalue property. 
We next extend the implication (a) * (b) to the case where G is not R by 
using the transfer principle of Proposition 4.2. Specifically, the implication 
(a) * (b) asserts that the statement with variables X, b, (Y, p, u, v 
V~Vll lb’B((~x((x = 0) v(llBxll < Il4l))) 
-(vcfvp((3243v(((24#0)V(v#0)) 
A (Bu = au - pv) A (Bv = /3u + au))) + (a2 + p” < 1)))) 
is true over the corresponding ordered field, where 4 denotes a subdivision 
of G” and 11 1) d enotes a PL norm which is S-PL. Using a representation of a 
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PA function, we can express the assertion that it is a PL norm via a linear 
formula; see the proof of Theorem 6.14. Thus, we can express the above 
statement as a countable set of universal-linear sentences. The arguments 
used in the proof of Theorem 6.14, using Proposition 4.2, can next be used to 
show that the fact that these sentences hold over R implies that they hold 
over every ordered field G. 
Next, the implication (1,) 3 cc> is trivial, since (Y E G is an eigenvalue of 
B if and only if (cu, 0) is a complex eigenvalue of B. 
We finally establish that (c) =$ (d) w h en G is real closed. Consider the 
polynomial p : G -+ G, where for x E G, p(x) = det(xl- B). Condition (c) 
asserts that the polynomial does not have roots in G which are larger than 
unity. As G is real closed, the mean value theorem holds for polynomials 
[e.g., Jacobson (1964, p. 278)], implying that the sign of p does not change on 
{x E G: x > l}. As P(X) is positive for large X, we conclude that p(l) > 0, i.e., 
det(1 - B) > 0. w 
The function 111 111 defined in the proof of Lemma 7.4 is the extension of 
a real norm to a complex norm used in Rothblum and Tan (1985, Theorem 
4.1). We note that the definition of this function need not apply to arbitrary 
ordered fields, because it relies on completeness of R (i.e., the property that 
every bounded set has a least upper bound), but completeness does not hold 
for any ordered field other than R. 
COROLLARY 7.5. Let f : G” + G” be u PA map, and let S 2 G”. Consider 
the following statements: 
(a> f has the strict derivative nonexpansiveness property on S, 
(b) f bus the strict derivative complex e&gent&e property on S, 
(c) f has the strict eigenvulue property on S, and 
(d) I- f has oriented derivatives on S. 
Then (a)*(b) a(c) und (c>-(d) in the case where G is real closed. 
Further, these implications also hold for the local version of the above 
properties. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 7.4 to the derivative of f at points of S or points 
in neighborhoods of points of S at which the derivative off exists. n 
LEMMA 7.6. Let f: G” + G” be a PA map, and let S z G”. lff is strictly 
nonexpansive on S, then I- f is univalent on S. Further, the implication also 
holds for the local versions of the above property. 
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Proof. Suppose f is strictly nonexpansive on S and (I - f)(x) = 
(I-f)(y) for distinct x and y in S. Then IIf(f(y)-(x - y)II= 
I[(1 - f)(y)-(I - f>(x>ll =0, implying that f(x)-- f(y) = x - y. So /If(x)- 
f(y)/1 = /Ix - yll, contradicting the strict nonexpansiveness off on S. H 
We note that some of our results can be extended to norms which are not 
PL norms but are determined by solutions to polynomials, e.g., the I,) norms 
for 1 < p <m. But in this case one cannot apply the transfer principle of 
Proposition 4.2 and must use Tarski’s principle via Proposition 4.3. In 
particular, the corresponding results will apply to real closed fields and not to 
all ordered fields. 
8. PERTURBATIONS OF PA MAPS 
In Eaves and Rothblum (1988) fixed points of perturbations of PA 
functions were used to compute invariant curves of the given maps. We next 
examine properties of such perturbations and demonstrate that nonexpan- 
siveness, used by Kohlberg (1980) to argue the existence of invariant rays 
(which are a special type of invariant curves), implies the oriented derivative 
condition used in Eaves and Rothblum (1988). 
Our attention is turned to a particular extension of the given ordered field 
G. Let G(w) be the set of all infinite sequences a = (. . , a_ ,, uo, u,, . . > of 
elements of G such that a, = 0 for sufficiently small i (possibly negative). 
For u=( . . . . u_,,u,,u, ,... ) and b = (. , b_ 1, b,, b,, . .I in G(w), define 
a + b and u .b to be, respectively, the sequence of elements in G with 
(a + b)i = a, + bi and (a. b>i = XI= _,al,bi_k for all integers i. Under these 
definitions a + b E G(w) and a.17 E G(w). The order in G{w} is taken to be 
the lexicographic order, namely, a > b if the first nonzero element in the 
sequence (...,a_,-b_,,u,-b,,u,-b,,...) is positive. Under the above 
definitions of addition, multiplication, and order, G(w) is known to be an 
ordered field. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let f :G” + G” be a PA map that is nonexpansive on a 
semicell u with respect to a PL norm II I(. Then for every p in G{w) with 
IPI < 1, I%{,, is strictly nonexpansive on uccW,, with respect to II Ilc(w,. Also, 
if u is open, then pf&,,, has the strict derivative nonexpansiveness property, 
the strict derivative complex eigenvulue property, and the strict derivative 
eigenvulue property. Finally, I - pfCt,, is univalent on uCcW, and if u is 
open and, in addition, either G is real closed or uCc,>, is PA connected, then 
1 - Pf&, has oriented derivatives. 
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Proof. Lemma 5.15 assures that f&,, is nonexpansive on ucco, with 
respect to II Ilc(o). Hence for every distinct x and y in uc,,,,, 
=z IP IlIT - YllC(w) < lb - YllC{W,~ 
implying that pf&,, is strictly nonexpansive on G(w). The remaining 
conclusions follow directly from the results of Sections 6 and 7; see Figures 1 
and 2. n 
Relying on Figures 1 and 2, one can obtain further conclusions in Lemma 
8.1 about local versions of the corresponding properties. 
APPENDIX A 
For E E G let .s” denote the vector (E, .s’, . . . en) E G”, where superscripts 
denote powers. We show that when the end points of a line segment are 
perturbed by vectors E”, it is not possible to contain it with a finite number 
of cells of dimension less than 71. We conclude that a cell of dimension rr 
cannot be covered by a finite number of cells of lower dimension. Notice that 
every cell in Q” can be covered by a countable number of O-cells; however, 
in R” an n-cell cannot be covered by a countable number of (n - l&cells. 
Throughout this appendix let a and b be two points in G”, and for each 
E > 0 let 
UE = a + FY and b, = a + Ed. 
We say that a statement depending on a parameter E holds for su#kiently 
small positive E if for some S > 0 the statements holds for all s with 
0<&<6. 
LEMMA A.l. Let u GG” be a cell, andfor each E > 0 let 7, = {(l- CY)U, 
+ ab, : (Y E G}. Then for all sufficiently small positive E 
(a) dim(a) < n - 1 implies that (T f~ T, is empty, and 
(b) dim(a) = n - 1 implies that CT n rE contains at most a single point. 
Proof. The case where u is empty is trivial, so we will assume that 
u ~0. Also, we can and do assume that u is affine. Letting q = dim(u), 
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there is a matrix C and vector c with u =(x E G” : CX = c), where C has 
n - q linearly independent rows. For (Y E G 
c[(l-a)a,+LYbJ=(C(b-u),C)(;)+cu, 
and therefore (l- (~)a, + cub, is in u if and only if 
((Y,E”)E~={(zEG n+‘:(C(b-u),C)z=c-Ccz}. 
Now, if p is empty, the conclusions of our lemma are trite. So we will assume 
that p ~0. As rank(C(b - a), C) = rank C = n - q and p #0, 
dim(p)=n+l- rank(C(b-a),C) =q+l. 
We recall the van der Monde theorem that asserts that if E”, . . . , E, are 
elements in G, then 
det( .sl; - E:, . . . , E: - &,Y) = n ( Ei - Ej) * 
i>j 
In particular, we have that if .sg,. ..,E,, are distinct elements in G where 
y < n, then ey - E:, . . . , E,: - E: are linearly independent. 
Now suppose that y = dim(a) < n - 2. We will show that the number of 
distinct elements E in G for which there exists some (Y E G with (1 - (~)a, + 
rrb, E u cannot exceed q + 2. This will imply that for sufficiently small 
positive E, (l- (Y)Q, + abE G u for all (Y E G, thereby establishing (a). 
Suppose that .s,,,...,eqtp are distinct elements in G such that for some 
q),‘..,o,,+2 in G we have (l--(Yj)u,j+ajb,,E(+, j=O,...,y+2; then by 
our earlier arguments wj = (crj, sJ) E p. In particular, W’ - W’, . . . , WC’+’ -
w” are the tangent hull of p. The above paragraph shows that these vectors 
are linearly independent; so 9 + 2 Q dim(p) = q + 1, a contradiction. 
Next assume that q = dim(a) = rr - 1. Then rank(C) = 1; in particular 
C + 0. We have seen that (l- cu)u, + abB E cr if and only if aC(b - a)= c 
- Cu - CE’. Evidently, for a given E there are multiple values LY for which 
the above holds if and only if C(b - a) = 0 and c - a - C.sY = 0. We next 
show that the number of distinct elements E in G for which c - a - CE’ = 0 
cannot exceed rr. This will imply that for sufficiently small positive e there is 
at most a single cx with (l- (~)a, + cub, E u, thereby establishing (b). NOW, 
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suppose ~a,. . . , E, are distinct elements in G, where c - a - C&J = 0 for 
j=O ,...,n. Then 
C(E;-E&J;-E;;) ==OEGIX". 
By the van der Monde theorem, the matrix postmultiplying C in the above 
equation is nonsingular, implying that C = 0, a contradiction. W 
COROLLARY A.2. Let CT],. . , T, be cells in G”. Then for sufliciently small 
positive E assertions (a) and (h) of Lemma A.1 hold for each (T E {a,, , u,,). 
n 
LEMUIA A.3. Let (T c G” be a convex set of dimension n. Then (T cunnot 
be covered by a finite number of convex sets of dimension n - 1. 
Proof. Let cr,, .,q, be convex sets of dimension n - 1; we will show 
that u is not included in their union. Let x be a point in the nonempty 
interior of cr. So, for some 6 > 0, A’s(x) L u. Let y E N,,,(x). By Lemma 
A.l, for sufficiently small positive F, r, = ((1 - cu>x + ay + E”: LY E G) meets 
each crj in at most one point. So, for such F, ( tJ y= ,a,)f’ T, is finite. We next 
observe that for sufficiently small positive E we also have that x + er E u 
and y +s’ EU, and therefore for such E and O<cr,<l, (l-cuxx +E’)+ 
a(u + 8’) E CT; in particular, u f’ 7, is infinite. We conclude that u cannot be 
included in tJ y= ra,. H 
The following lemma shows that, except for a slight weakening, the 
conclusions of Lemma A.1 hold when only one of the two given points is 
perturbed, rather than both. 
LEMMA A.4 Let u CC” be a cell, and for each F > 0 let r, = {(I- a)a 
+ ab, : a E G} be cells. Then for all sufficiently smull E: 
(a> dim(u) < n - 1 implies that u n 7, contains at most the single point a. 
(h) dim(u) = n - 1 implies that u f~ r, contains at most a single point. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma A.l, assume u #0, (T is affine, 
dim(u)= q, and (T = {x E G” :CX = c}, where the rank of C is n - q. In 
particular, (l- cr)a + obF E u if and only if C(b - a>cr + cxCeU = c - Cu. 
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Hence, for a given E there exists a nonzero LY E G for which (1- a)a + oh, 
E r if and only if for some y (equaling (u-l) C(b - a) = (c - Ca)y - CE”, 
i.e., 
(Y,~V)~p={z~G n+‘:(c-Ca,-C)z=C(b-a)}. 
Evidently, rank(c - Cu, C) > rank C = n - y. Hence, if p 20, then dim(p) = 
n + 1 - rank(c - Cu, C) < y + 1 and the arguments of the proof of Lemma A.1 
show that the number of distinct elements E in G for which there exists 
y E G with (y, E”) E p cannot exceed y +2. Thus, the number of distinct 
elements E for which (1 - LY)U + ab, E (T for some nonzero (Y E G cannot 
exceed y +2, immediately implying (a). Next, part (b) follows directly from 
the arguments establishing the corresponding conclusion in Lemma A.l. n 
For a cell (T in G” recall that accwI is the extension of u to G”{wl; see 
Section 7. Equivalent statements of Lemmas A.1 and A.4 and Corollary A.2 
can be given with E replaced by w; they are: 
LlM.MA A.l*. Let (T cG” be a cell, and let T ={(l- (~)(a. + w”)+ 
(~(b + d’>: LY E G(w}) 5 G{w}“. Then: 
(a) dim(a) < n - 1 implies accw, n 7 is empty. 
(b) dim(o) = n - 1 implies uc+) n r contains at most u single point. 
LEMMA A.4*. LRt u CC” be a cell, and let T ={(l- (Y)U + a(b + 
w”): (Y E G{w)) & G{w}“. Then: 
(a) dim(u) < n - 1 implies uccw) n r contains at most the single point a. 
(b) dim(u) = n - 1 implies ucc,,,) n T contains at most a single point. 
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